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Volunteers hard to find for fire service
Family, economics and burn-out
some reasons numbers of volunteer
firefighters have recently fallen off
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The American ideal of neighbor helping neighbor is exemplified by the volunteer firefighter
who is willing to leave his job,
his home and his own interests
to help a neighbor in crisis.
However it is becoming harder
and harder for fire departments
to recruit and retain volunteers.
The main culprits are family.
economics, demanding training
requirements, buni-out, and jobrelated dangers.
A higher respect for firefighters that surged after the 9/1 1
attack on the World Trade
Center has not resulted in more
volunteers signing up to fill
department vacancies across the
nation. Volunteers make up 73
percent of all firefighters nationwide and are the first line of
defense for many.other types of
emergencies including medical,
hazardous materials, natural disaster, water rescue, and others
types of emergencies, according
to the National Volunteer Fire
Council.
Heather Schafer, executive
director of the NVFC, says the
problems seems to be getting
v'iorse. "We haven't seen the
increase that we need. It's disappointing," she said in an
Associated Press report.
The national problem is
reflected in almost every county
including
Kentucky,
in
Calloway County. Calloway
Fire-Rescue Chief Greg Cherry,
a 21-year veteran who took over

The volunteer ranks have
dropped by 12 percent since a
record high in 1983 of 884,600.
The number of volunteers
spiked from a reported 777,000
in 1999 and 784,000 in 2,000 to
816,000 in 2002 in the wake of
Sept. II. However that number
dropped to 800,000 in 2003
even as the number of calls for
service have increased sharply,
according to NVFC officials.
The reasons for the decline
vary, but volunteers either
deciding or forced to devote
more time to their jobs or family
or seek a paying position seems
to be the primary factors and
department leaders understand
the situation.
"The first two priorities, of
course, is your job and your
family, and Calloway County
Fire-Rescue has got to come
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photc
third." Cherry said.
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families survive by having both Rescue, says firefighting
husband and wife working out- firehouse watching his father work. He says it takes a lot of love for the job and dedicaside the home for a salary..
tion to helping your neighbor to become a volunteer firefighter.
-This leaves very little time
the loss of a person for an hour time for volunteer firefighters to for family activities," he said. for no pay," Bixler said.
learn about everything from
"Therefore, fewer people are
He also pointed out that or more.
hazardous materials to terrorism
more
place
"Businesses
becoming
precious
up
that
are
give
willing to
employers
time to serve the community. increasingly unwilling to allow emphasis on employee produc- threats is increasing, according
Rightfully so, family comes employees to leave their jobs to tion, and it is all budgeted in so to NVFC. In the mid-1960s.
that the company can make the about 30 hours of basic training
first."
serve the community.
The second main reason is
"In the past. employers were most profit each year. There is was required. •
Although the specifies vary
economics. Whether it's the willing to allow employees to no room for absent employees
family budget or the employer's leave for a call because it was volunteering to serve the pub- from department to department.
volunteers must have 100 to 150
budget, the cost of living is for the good of the community. ic."
Training demands on a vol- hours of basic training, with 75
demanding more and more Nowadays, that is a very rare
attention. "It's getting harder thing," he said. "Places of busi- unteer's time away from other hours to 120 additional hours
and harder to find folks that are ness are running with skeleton pursuits is also a reason sonic
willing to do that difficult a job crews and are not able to afford don't stay with the job. Training •See Page 2A

the top job in June, says he
would increase the number of
firefighters serving the department by as much as 30 to 50 percent — if it were possible:
"We could always use more,"
he said. "I'd like to get it up to
around 85 to 90 people. Right
now, we're around 67. We could
really use some more volunteers."
CCFR operates 10 fire stations with about 30 trucks and
five boats from locations across
the county.
"The recruitment problems
that we are facing in the Jackson
Purchase area are the same
problems plaguing departments
all across the nation," said
Shawn Bixler, chief for Fulton
Fire Department and Twin City
Ambulance Service and regional
director of the Kentucky
Firefighters Association. "The
number one problem is finding
people that are willing or able to
dedicate the time it takes."
Services provided by volunteer firefighters saved city and
county governments across the
nation an estimated $37 billion
in 2003 — not including savings
on fire insurance premiums for
private citizens and business —
and the total spikes each year.
Most Americans are protected
by paid fire departments. but the
vast majority of departments are
still volunteer — 21,671 out of a
total of 30,542.
Volunteers primarily serve
rural. and suburban areas,
according to the NVFC officials.
•

State schools
awarding more
higher degrees

City council won't
consider New Year's
Eve sale extension
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Restaurants will have to abide by the current alcohol sales
hours on New Year's Eve, meaning last call will come before
patrons ring in 2006.
The Murray City Council will not consider briefly extending
the alcohol sales hours for New Year's Eve even though the law
would have allowed it.
During last week's council meeting, City Administrator Don
Elias said he would look into whether granting the restaurants a
one-time extension would be legal because serving alcoholic
beverages past midnight on New Year's Eve would mean Sunday
alcohol sales, even though only briefly.
Elias said this week the council could choose to consider the
extension, but that the council will not consider the holiday
extension.
Councilman Pete Lancaster asked the council's public safety
committee about the possibility of allowing restaurants to serve
liquor until 12:30 a.m. during last week's meeting.
Any changes to the alcohol ordinance, even temporary alterations, would take two council votes, meaning the issue would
logistically have to be on Tuesday's agenda because the group is
only scheduled to meet once in December.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky colleges and universities awarded record numbers of
degrees and diplomas during the
most recent school year, concrete progress toward the
decade-long effort to improve
the educational attainment of
Kentuckians.
The 37,371 educational
achievements awarded in the
2004-2005 year totaled nearly 9
percent more than the previous
year's number.
Council on Postsecondary
Education President Thomas
Layzell said the figures show
marked progress down a road
whose end is barely in sight.
Kentucky has long lagged
behind the rest of the nation in
educational attainment, a factor
often blamed for its similar
place near the bottom of per
capita income.
One of the primary directives
of the 1997 higher education
overhaul by the General
Assembly was to get educational attainment in.Kentucky to the,
national average in 20 years.
But just to get to the national
average of citizens with a bach-
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elor's degree will require a doubling of the current 400,0(X)
Kentuckians who have completed a four-year college program.
Layzell said.
"We've got a long, long way
to go." Layzell said in an interview Thursday.
The total includes two- and
four-year associate's and bachelor's degrees, but also many
more master's, doctoral and professional degrees, plus certificates and diplomas earned largely as a result of occupational
education.
Among the intriguing stories
behind the statistics is the
growth of so-called certificates
and diplomas.
They are earned after completion of more modest amounts
of class work — 12 to 36 credit
hours for a certificate and .36 to
68 hours for a diploma — that is
largely geared to specific work
or occupational tasks.
The courses are mostly
offered by technical colleges. In
the case of a diploma, it can
mean the same credit load
required for an associate's
degree hut usually without the

Remembering Lauffer

Tucson Citizen Photo
Gabriela Plascencia, a student of newly-dedicated
Billy Lane Lauffer Middle School, rubs the name of
Bitty Lane Lauffer off the Dignity Memorial Vietnam
Wall Thursday afternoon. Lauffer was the only
Vietnam vetran from Tucson who was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor. He was also a native
of Calloway County.

•See Page 2A
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Smith suffered emotional turmoil preceding rape
for him to avoid the death penalBY MIKE SCHNEIDER
ty.Associated Press Writer
Smith's lead attorney, Adam
SARASOTA. Ha, 1AP) —
Before Joseph Smith was con- Tebrugge, didn't return a phone
s laird of kidnapping, raping and call Friday. But when jurors
strangling Calle Brucia. he was convicted his client after five
going through emotional turmoil hours of deliberations Thursday,
over being estranged from his he said he would argue that "a
wife. Smith had a history of sentence of life in prison withdrug abuse and taped confes- out possibility of parole is the
sions indicated he was taking best decision in this case."
Carlie's mother. however.
cocaine or heroin at the time he
said she wouldn't be satisfied
killed the 11 -year-old.
Defense attorneys hoping to unless he is given the death
spare Smith from the death penalty.
"When he's dead. When he
penalty will have to play up
those problems at sentencing. meets his Maker." said Susan
legal experts said Friday. But Schorpen, who planned to give
those analysts also acknowl- victim impact testimony at senedged the aniev liana --faces an tencing set for Nov. 28 but
uphill battle when jurors give a 'wouldn't divulge what she
recommendation to Circuit would say.
Jurors must consider aggraJudge Andrew Owens. who will
issue the sentence.
vating factors, such as Carlie's
Carlie's
abduction
in age and Smith's extensive crimFebruary 2004. which was cap- inal background, mostly for
tured by a security. camera and drug offenses. and mitigating
broadcast v:orlda ide. sparked a factors. such as remorse or the
massive search in the Sarasota impairment of the defendant to
area before her half-naked body understand the nature of the
was found more than four days crime.
later at a church property. Smith
Tebrugge spent less than a
had recently violated the terms day. presenting 'evidence, called
of' his probation on a cocaine only a half dozen witnesses and
charge.
he waived the option of giving a
"This community has been closing argument at the end of
rocked by this." said Derek the eight-day trial. Smith never
Byrd, a former public defender testified.
The defense likely will take
and current defense attorney in
Sarasota, "It's going to be hard more time and call more wit-

nesses, such as former employers, teachers, friends. psychologists and experts on drug use
who could play up his drug
abuse and emotional turmoil
caused by his estrangement
from his wife, said Fred
Mercurio. a Sarasota defense
attorney and former prosecutor.
In taped jailhouse conversations played for jurors. Smith
said he was using cocaine or
heroin when he committed the
crimes.
During
selection
jury
Tebrugge offered a glimpse of
the direction he may go in during the sentencing phase. He
asked potential jurors if, in a
penalty phase, they could con;
sider drug addiction and a troubled past as mitigating factors.
Most said they would have to
hear the details before deciding.
More difficult questions are
whether Smith should testify.
and whether Tebrugge should
ask Smith's brother and mother
to plead for his life.
"Nothing is more effective
than a defendant looking a jury
in the eye and saying 'I'm sorry
I did it. Spare my life."' Byrd
said.
The testimony of the relatives could he trickier since
Smith's brother, John: testified
for prosecutors that his sibling
had confessed to having "rough
sex" and killing the girl. John

Final Kentucky Student Summit On Refocusing
Secondary Education meeting is Monday at MSU
A final meeting of high and
middle school students from
across Kentucky will take place
at Murray State University's
Curris Center Monday aa the
inaugural series of Kentucky
Student Summits on Refocusing
Secondary Education winds up.
The summit will begin at
8:30 a.m. in several rooms on
the third floor of the building
with registration set for 7:45.
Adjournment is set for 3 p.m.
The goal is to engage a
diverse group of students in dialogue about the secondary experience, beginning an exchange
of ideas, hopes and reflections
on how to make the high school
eapenence meaningful for every
oung person. The summits will

launch an ongoing relationship
with students so that their input
can be used to transform
Kentucky's system of secondary
education.
Four previous meetings have
taken place since Oct. 31 in
Somerset.
Prestonhurg.
Sheperdsv ille. and Erlanger.
Members of the Kentucky
Secondary Alliance ere-inv lied
to send students and adults to
the summits.
The alliance. formed in April
2005. is made up of more than
150 high schools, middle
schools, educational cooperatives and community and technical colleges and is designed to
share resources, knowledge and
input so that all Kentucky studrnt,
111.,•11 Nt:htH vl prc-

pared and ready to pursue a next
level of learning in college and
the workforce.
Summit agendas include topical information sessions and
working sessions centering on
the theme of secondary education reform in Kentucky.
Topics for students will
include creating a culture for
change. establishing and maintaining small learning communities, senior projects. middle
school to high school transitions, expanded learning opportunities, and transitions beyond
high school. Parallel activities
for adults will he offered, so that
they may interact with other
educators about engaging the
student voice in school
reilesign.

Town Crier
NOTICE
-•Due to the Thanksgiving
holiday next week, city
•
garbage pickup will run one
day earlier in some areas. The
----ehange-tnaschealtile-is for theweek of Nov. 21-25. Murray
Sanitation De-partment officials ask customers who are
scheduled for pickup on
Thursday. Nov 24, to set their
garbage out on Wednesday.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p m in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Agenda items
include a disc golf club by
Jacob Howe '
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

III Volunteer
From Front
needed to-htarertified-litr emergency medical care and 10 to 25
hours more of mandated haaardous materials training. Many
states stipulate that certain training be repeated every five years
or less.
Locally. however. ChJrry
say•
training requirements
haven't changed a lot.
"Training and making meetings is not a big issue here." he
"When you first get in you.
have to have about 20 hours and

AUTO
INSURANCE
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Smith, and his mother. Patricia
Davis, searched for the body
after Joseph Smith said where it
was, and eventually helped
detectives find it. The defense
also tried to cast suspicion on
John Smith during the trtal.
"The brother is more difficult
because there was strong insinuation that the brother committed
the crime and there seemed to be
some animosity between them."
Byrd said."You clearly have the
mother testify because if you're
own mother doesn't come to bat
for you the jury thinks 'Even his
mother didn't testify for him."
Defense attorneys also would
be wise to call on Smith's exwife, who can humanize Smith
by showing he is the father of
three girls. Byrd said.
Prosecutors must be careful
to stick to the most easily provable facts when pointing to
aggravating circumstances that
should make the case for the
death penalty. such as Cache
.being underage and that the
murder was committed to cover
up another crime, sexual battera.
Mercurio said. Lead prosecutor
-Debra Riva didn't return a
phone call.
"If I'm a prosecutor, I want to
stick to what is strongest and
least likely to be .appealed,"
Mercurio said.

Policelog
Murray State University Police Department
• David Tindeli of Murray was served With a warrant at 10:41
a.m. Thursday at the Calloway County (ail charging him with failing to comply with sex offender registration. The charge was the
result of an officer being with another agency Wednesday at the
Carr Health Building in reference to a subject who has been
teaching a karate class on campus
• Dennis B. Harrison, of Murray, was arrested on a Calloway
County Sheriff's Department warrant during a traffic stop at 14th
Street by Racer Arena at 11:54 p.m. Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
arid citations from various agencies.

Dundee back II Degrees ...
in Al's corner From Front
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Angelo Dundee was back ill
Muhammad Al's corner.
The famed trainer visited
Ali's hometown on Friday for a
firsthand look at a six-story center built to promote Al's
humanitarian ideals and relive
his boxing triumphs.
Dundee still affectionately
calls Ali "the kid" — decades
after the two teamed to make
boxing history. Dundee said the
center was a fitting tribute to a
man he considers the greatest
heavyweight fighter, and an
equally compassionate man outside the ring.
"This kid deserves anything
good that happens to him,"
Dundee said. "He's such a good
guy. He's just the nicest human
being you want to meet."

basics
education
general
required for a two-year diploma.
"It's a positive development," Layzell said.
The key will be to get those
people moving along toward
bachelor's degrees, and that has
been made simpler by universities who are now accepting virtually all of the class work
earned along the way.
"We're not just handing
degrees to them, but we've got
to strike those barriers down,"
Layzell said.
The statistics were compiled
by the council and do not
include degrees awarded by the
numerous private colleges, universities and education outlets
in Kentucky.

LBL area wasn't struck by tornado
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Stormy weather
Wednesday brought strong winds across Land
Between The Lakes (LBL) National Recreation
Area. After initial impact assessments and discussions with the National Weather Service. the
evidence indicates that a category F3 tornado did
hit the northern portion of LBL.
Clean-up of the hardest hit areas is well under
way. All roadways that were known to be
blocked by downed trees are now open. Crews
are working in the Hillman 'Ferry Campground
for the third day clearing out downed and partially downed trees. Loops B and C in Hillman
Ferry Campground remain closed while cleanup
continues. At Star Camp Picnic Area downed
trees have been removed; however, the area is
still closed as more work remains to be done to
ensure public safety.
The North/South Trail is closed from road 111
(Pisgah Point) north to Hillman Ferry
Campground. This section of trail is unsafe and
blocked with uprooted trees and broken tree tops
over the trail. Please avoid this area until further

notice.
Assessment efforts are continuing to determine what impact the tornado had on cemeteries,
cultural resources, and other trails. It has been
determined that several forested areas were
affected by the tornado winds. Cutting firewood
in these damaged and unsafe areas is not permitted at this time. Firewood will be made available
at a later date.If anyone encounters a tree blocking a road or
trail do not attempt to remove the tree, report the
location of the downed tree to LBL staff or call
270-924-2000. Also, please report any damage
discovered in cemeteries or cultural resource
sites.
Maintenance crews are continuing cleanup
efforts with their focus and priority on public
safety as they address the numerous tasks. All
cleanup and restoration work will be addressed,
but it will take time. ,We appreciate everyone's
patience and assistance by reporting damage and
not going into unsafe areas.

• ••

then you have to have about 150
sure that the training require- respondeas must live with the
to get certified. After that, it's .-menta have caused some to stress of AIDS and Hepatitis B.
-about another 20 every year. We :reconsider --their thoughts- of -'-Just-to-name afew,"-he said.-" A
usually tra• to train at least twice joining the local volunteer fire responder who volunteers for
a month."
department.
his community, and then conBiala said training demands
"On the other hand. I do not tracts one of these deadly discan be onerous for some volun- advocate lowering the standards eases, is devastated. This not
teers, hut is necessary to be sure just to fill a roster. The risks that only affects them personally, but
skills are kept up to par. They they encounter are high enough is devastating to their families
may he needed to save a life; that, even with the proper train- as well.
include the volunteer's own.
ing. the American fire serviEe
"Again, when they weigh the
"Yes, it takes More time to loses far too many members as risks, it is hard to justify it to
train and acquire the qualifica- it is."
their wives and children."
tions that are being placed on
• In 2004, 7t) of 107 firefight"Burn-out" is a considerable
the fire service these days, but ers that died in the line of duty factor for all departments.
without these basic require- nationwide were volunteers.
"One of the problems we
ments the risk is too great to ask according to the NVFC: howev- have, of course, is that we have
someone to volunteer their time er officials pointed out that the a lot of turnover," Cherry said.
to do the job," he said. "I am statistic must be considered in "We get a lot of young people in
the context that 75 percent of all their 20s and they get burn out
firefighters are volunteers, so in about a couple of years."
the rates are about,the same as
Cherry says the department
full-time, paid firefighters.
is looking into providing some
Tonight will be mostly clear
Bixler says that he has never compensation to firefighters in
vs h lows in the !miff 30s,
minimited the risk volunteers the form of insurance and possiSaturday will he partly take by signing on.
bly cash payments. "Right now
cloudy with highs in the upper
"The risks today go way• we don't, but we're looking at,
50s and loss's in the mid 30s.
beyond getting caught in a burn- in the future, coming up with a
Sunday will see highs in the ing building or a collapsed plan to do so." he said.
naa
structure. Today. emergency
Bialer says the same effort is
taking place at the state level.
"There are organizations that
are working hard with local and
state government to come up
with benefit packages that
The MSU Chamber Singers
would possibly entice new
present a
recruits to sign up and current
volunteers to stay active," he
said."Once again. though. as we
continue to offer more and more
to these folks for their service. I
am not sure how much longer
we can use the term 'volunha•cd Orl Lhara.icr. Rom
teer.'"
Nevertheless, if the nation's
"A Cl!ristutas (Carol"
volunteer firefighting tradition
is going to continue it's going to
take a lot of support from the
public and the offering of new
incentives to compensate tire-
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fighters that are willing to take
the risk to help their neighbor.
Cherry, -says the recruitment
drive marches on.
"In the last two months
we've recruited about nine new'
people," he said. "Right after
the first of the year I'm hoping
we can recruit 15 more ...
maybe."
Cherry said he likes to target
Murray State University students for recruitment: an
arrangement that seems to be
mutually beneficial and a great
asset to the department. "Over
the years we have had a lot of
success. We usually have about
four or five in the department at
one time right now we've got
about three," he said. "A lot of
them are safety and health
majors or something like that
and they can use some of the
training that they get from us to
help them in their careers."
Capt. Rich Edwards, who
serves'as Calloway County FireRescue's training officer, says a
firefighter must have a lot of
love for the work and a dedication to helping others before
they could realistically become
a volunteer firefighter.
Edwards, whose fattkr was
also a firefighter and emergency
medical responder, has served
as a firefighter and an EMT for
about eight years in Calloway as
well as a department in Marshall
County. Now employed at the
Pella Corp.. Edwards said firefighting has always been in his
blood.
"You don't grow up around
the fire station and it not get into
your blood," he said. "If you are
going to do this job, you have
got to love the work."
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Floppy
54th annual Quad-State Junior High Band Festival set
Disks and
II See Page 5A
backing up
Special to the Ledger
The 54th annual Quad-State Junior
High Band Festival will feature a record
enrollment, according to Murray State
Director of Bands and festival co-coor-
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This week we were suppose
to discuss Digital cameras but I
decided to touch again on the
important subject of using floppy disks and backing up your
data. We will discuss digital
cameras next week.
Floppy
disks have
been
around for
over
twenty
years.
They have
been in
various
shapes
and sizes.
Today we
use 3 ?
The PC
inch floppies that
Doctor
hold 1.44
By Lee A.
mb of
Hatcher
data.
When
they first
appeared on the market they
cost $100.00 for a box of 10
and they were not even formatted. According to the Diskette
Connection, a box of ten formatted floppies cost $3.23.
That is over a 3000% decrease.
When the disk manufacturers were getting ten dollars a
disk and did not have to format
them they could afford to put
quality control in them. Now
they are getting $.33 for each
disk and they have to format
them. The quality eontrol has
disappeared. It doesn't take a
rocket scientist to realize that
cost had to be cut to continue
manufacturing the floppy disk.
I used to store data on them
because I thought they would
last for a long time. Last fall I
took a programming class at
Murray State. We had eight
projects to turn in and the professor requested that they be
turned in on floppy disks so I
bought a new box of floppy
disks for the class. I turned in
all eight projects, each one on a
different new disk. Three of
them failed when he tried to
open the projects. That is a
37.5% failure rate. I can see
maybe one out of the ten failing but 37% is unacceptable.
Luckily. I had my projects
backed up to my hard drive and
to a CD. I was not the only one
that had this problem: the professor commented that numerous students were having the
same problem. Unfortunately
some of the students did not
have backup copies of their
projects and learned a valuable
lesson. Don't trust floppy disks
with valuable data. Back the
data up to at least two different
types of media. e.g., hard drive,
CD. DVD,or thumb drive.
I tell all of my customers
not to use floppy disks anymore and to get their data off of
the floppies they now have and
put it on other media. I just
cringe when I walk into an
office and see the company's
files and their customer's files
on floppies.
On another matter. Dev
Source is hosting a special
event in a couple of weeks and
I would like to see as many of
you at the event as possible to
show Microsoft that Murray is
capable of having a great
turnout for a software launch
event. Join us in celebrating the
launch of Visual Studio 2005
on Nov. 29, 2005 at 6:30 pm,
Room 152 of the Business
Building South, Murray State
University.
Microsoft® Visual Studio®
2005 is out of beta and ready to
go. To celebrate, the Western
KY .NET User Group(WKDNUG)cordially invites you to
participate in the launch of this
new product. Join us for the
following:
•Technical presentations
based on Microsoft launch content
•Q&As with Technical
Presenter
•A chance to win free software and certification vouchers
II Networking
Opportunities
If you build, deploy, or manage connected applications, you
need to be there.
See how Visual Studio 2005
provides precompiled building
blocks and emulators to help
you create, test, and debug
applications—even for mobile
platforms. Experiment with
customized modeling environments tailored to the way you
work. All these features help
you rapidly create and deplos
mission-critical. enterpriseclass applications.
Next week we will discuss
Digital Cameras. Please send
yourquestions or comments
about the column to the_pcdoctor(a)charter.net.
And remember: A data
backup a day helps keep the PC
Doctor away.

plimentary admissin concert by the
hands in Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Students are nominated and ranked
by their band directors.
'They are placed by us in one of the

dinator Dennis L. Johnson.
"We have close to 80 school band
programs represented which is a close to
a record for us. The event is scheduled
for Monday and culminates with a cons-

four bands based on those rankings."
stated Johnson. and hase the opponunity to rehearse %A. 1th a pionunent guest
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The Rock of Ages Rocks
The somber and sobering
New England sermons of great
early
American

pasted together his own abridgement of the Bible with Jesus as
the dominant voice of its 46
pages. Jefferson's perspective
Ministers
survives today in T'he Jesus
(among them
Seminar, initiated in California
Increase and
in 1985 by Robert Funk.
Cotton
('hrist-figures began to appear
01N, U.
Mather and
in novels such as General Lew
Jonathan
Wallace's Ben-Hur, A Tide of the
Edwards)
IL, TilzecurreRs
Christ. but especially those writwere scholar- ten by women (such as Harriet
Fo
ly. lengthy
Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's
(two or three
Cabin). and in patriotic music
hours or so), (Julia Ward Howe's "Battle
and dull. Not
Hymn of the Republic"). Hy'mns
By Larry
only that,
like
"I Come to the Garden
McGehee
despite being
Alone" personalized Jesus and
Syndicated
the sermons
made him a friend(-What a
Columnist
of Christians, Friend We Have
in Jesus"). The
they rarely
Puritan God had kept his dismentioned
tance from fallen mankind: Jesus
Jesus.
brought religion home.
Their focus usually was upon
Reacting in Teddy
the First Person of the Trinity—
Roosevelt's era to the feminizing
God the Father, and sometimes '
of Jesus, muscular Christianity
(daring hurricanes, shipwrecks,
gave America a rugged Jesus.
blizz.ards, famine, and Indian
attacks) upon the Third Person-- reflected in books about the
manly Jesus. shifts in art depicthe Holy Spirit. But their sertions, the robust preaching of
mons seldom were about Jesus.
Billy Sunday, and the hymns of
After the Revolution and the
Homer Rodeheaver. The 20th
opening of the American froncentury saw more personalizatier, religion became more popution of Jesus and the rise of comlar and more democratic.
mercialization of him. Sallman's
Establishment Congregationalists Head of Christ painting,
adverof New England and Anglicans
tising executive Bruce Barton's
of Virginia were challenged by
best-selling The Man Nobody
less-scholarly ministers from a
Knows, and assorted psychologihost of"new" religions. especial- cal
and personality books about
ly Methodists and Baptists. but
Jesus, were but the beginning.
By MARILYNN MARalso numerous European refugee The 1960s
CHIONE &
saw the arrival of
faiths(Quakers, Moravians.
"Jesus Freaks-. the Campus
• MALCOLM RITTER
Anabaptists. etc.). Edwards was
Crusade for Christ. Jesus coffee- Associated Press Writers
When a new influenza virus appears against which humans have no immunity, an epidemic can ensue
displaced in popularity by
History is supposed to teach
houses, Duane Peterson's
causing enormous numbers of sick and dead. Several countries are planning to ensure a quick
George Whitefield and Francis
lessons. But past flu pandemics,
Hollywood Free Paper and his
response, strengthening communication, investing in research and promoting beneficial health measures.
it turns out, don't teach much
Asbury.
peddling of posters. bumper
- about whether today's bird flu
"Newer" religions found
stickers, T-shirts, buttons, folwill become a human megaSurveillance
meanings in the death and resurNecessary groundwork
lowed by Hal Lindsey's bestkiller or just make some scienrection of Jesus.
tists and officials look like
selling The Late Great Planet
Today Jesus dominates
Chicken Little.
On the lookout
Earth (and its current sequels.
Establish
Assess a
Devise a
Afr
Structure a
In a viral sense, the sky has
American religion. Author
Regional health
the Left Behind books), the
a chain of
variety
of
legal
network
to
fallen three times in the last
Stephen Prothero finds Jesus
officials have to
musicals G(idspell and Jesus
command to
scenarios
framework
-- ensure the
-- 1918, 1957 and 196R
es ery where today •---in films,
(7hriO Superstar, the rise of Jesus century
be trained to
make timely
indifferent sectors quick exchange of to overrule existing
—
when
"super-flu"
strains
Broadway musicals, rock music, in the recording industry (e.g., in
detect an
decisions endorsed to aid in focusing
killed millions more people
legislation and
information when
art work, poetry, museums.
Paul Sinxm's "Mrs Robinson"
emerging illrwass
by all officials
than annual flu epidemics roustrategy
services are down individual rights
movies.(nen in Jewish synaand James Taylor's "Fire and
tinely' do.
gogues and Muslim mosques.
Rain"), the spread of the
Back then, there weren't surveillance systems or modern
Prothero's hook. American
Association of Vineyard
Containing the spread
Jesus: How the Son of God
Churches, and the rise of memo- genetic tools to detect and docA vaccine is the best
ument viruses as they evolved
Became a National Icon
rial parks with no tombstones
protection but would
into
killer
strains.
Because
sciI HMI.Straus and Giroux. 2(X03. but Jesus sculpture landscaping.
take at least six months
entists don't know how that
364 pp.). traces the rise and evoStrangest of all perhaps was
to produce
evolution happened or how long
lution of Jesus as a dominating
the accelerated acceptance of
it took, they can't tell us
Enhance
symbol in American culture.
whether what we're seeing with
Jesus into Mormon theology,
monitoring
bird
11u
now
is
the
run-up
In the early years of the
to
a
'
assorted artistic representations
Address
pandemic
miss.
a
near
or
Republic, as stodgy -easiern intel- of the Black Christ. Muslim Manua in the
"My crystal ball doesn't
lectual theologians were replaced views of Jesus as an important
allow me to answer that," said
development of
inland by circuit riders and
predecessor and sometimes even Dr. Frederick
Hayden. a
the threat
• revival es angelists. Jesus began
reincarnation of Muhammed University Of Virginia flu
to appear --primary through sub- the appearance of various Jewish expert.
stitutional atonenient, an appreci- conciliatory studies celebrating
Leading scientists now dis-atilm-of Jestia-as-God's-aelaWle.
count the notion that flu panJesus as-mk(ralist arid rabbi. and
for taking the sins of. Adam and -Hindu. Yoga. and Buddhist
demics happen in rear intervals and that the world is oversubsequent mankind off human
Jesuses.
Promote personal
due for a new one..
shoulders. Sermons were now
respiratory hygiene
Antiviral drugs would
In one sense. Jesus dominates
Pandemic
They don't even agree on
preached without written texts
American culture far more
have to be available for
how had it is that bird flu has •
surveillance
Isolate the infection with
t story-telling narratives replaced
extensively than has been
early treatment
spread to more types of birds.
Prioritize data
quarantines and limit
expository preaching a good
Instead of an appetite for peoacknowledged. But in a second
collection to
travel and trade
works betaune as Millman( as
ple, the germ is showing a
sense, the particularities and
address the
sal% anon by faith-alone, women
groWing fondness for birds,.
characteristics of the American
most urgent
Diagnosis and research
Ensuring services
became more important in the
some
say.
Jesus are almost as diverse as the
needs
life ()I- the church and Jesus was
They
to
do
agree
on
the
need
P.
Ensure
countries
all
P Find alternative sites for medical care
have access
people embracing Jesus. He has make
Yaccine, stockpile drugs
often,"leminized"(especial's in
to a laboratory able to offer
Several national plans
and additional health-care workers
become, though much populariz- and he prepared.
numerous Currier & Ives prints).
can be compared at
diagnostics tests at short notice
ing. personalizing, and commer"We
have
to
run
scared"
and
VP Stockpile needed supplies and
Mid audience popularity made
cializing. something different to be glad if precautions prove
www who int
medications
..uid broke pulpit reputations.
PP
Develop
a policy of shanng
csrdiseasehntluenza
almost everyone, a sort of reliunneeded, said Dr. Edwin
' Before long. Jesus began
specimens between laboratories,
IP Keep other services running and
inationalpandemic en
Kilbourne, a longtime microbigious Rorschach image that
appearing outside churches or
both nationally and internationally
/index html
plan for recovery after the pandemic
eser) stoker interprets individu- ologist and flu virus expert at
camp meetings The First
Cornell University who is now
ally and uniquely. Stephen
:amendment made religion a
Pnahero has done a fine survey, an emeritus professor at New
SOURCE World Health Organization
AP
York Medical College.
matter of individual faith rather
without'sermonizing for or
three
years with lots and lots of
mutated on its own,"but some
Nobody
can say when the
Without serosurvey informathan state policy. Jefferson
against anything. that shows the next pandemic will emerge —
opportunity to do so and it hasof us have reservations about
tion, the apparent human death
respected Jesus as the ultimate
Jesus of the Founders is not the
n t happened yet," Maki noted.
how strong that evidence is."
just ask Kilbourne. When
rate for H5N1 infection of
moralist and humanitarian and
"That
suggests
Jesus know ii todas.
it's
not
an
easy
If it is true, it suggests the
"swine flu" appeared in 1976,
about 50 percent may be erroadaptation genetically."
way a bird flu virus goes about
following global flu epidemics
neous, said Craig Pnngle, a
Michael
Osterholm.
a govin 1957 and 1968. he champimaking the changes could affect viral diseases moderator for
ernment
flu
adviser from the
how deadly it becomes. The
oned the idea that pandemics ProMed-mail. a blog operated
1918 virus was by far the most
appear every 10 years or so. But University of Minnesota School
by the International Society for
of Public Health. still sees big
lethal flu germ of the 20th
swine flu didn't become a panInfectious Diseases. He's also a
dangers.
Century. killing 20 million to 50 retired professor at the
demic, and neither has anything
"There have been many,
million worldwide and more
else in the three decades since
University of Warwick in
many mutations with this virus
than 500.000 in the United
then. Cleuly. Kilbourne says
England.
... and it only continues to
States alone.
now, the notion of regularly
In any case. Kilbourne said
10111 1% hitm•11 \ye. • Murray, la 12()71-10-1.0
march around the world"
timed pandemics is wrong.
In contrast. the 1957 Asian
the makeup of H5N1 itself
instead of abating, he said.
flu killed 2 million around the
The first documented cases
might dampen its impact. The
Phone (270) 7.13-1916• Fax (27111 713-1927
Scientists don t know the
of bird flu in people occurred in
world and the 1968 Hong Kong "Ni" part of the virus refers to
genetic changes needed to
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.ni. - p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
flu, I million. Maybe the
1997 in Hong Kong, where six
the classification of a certain
transform a bird flu virus into a
human genes in these hybrid
people died and the entire poulprotein on its surface. Another
pandemic killer of people, said
Mice
l'isidi•dwr
viruses made them more recogtry population of about 1.5 milaruust4a
,aletIoter.olon
kind of N1 human flu virus has
Jeffery Taubenberger of the
nizable to the disease-fighting
lion birds was slaughtered in
been widely circulating since
114Iket. tAlidot
etfit.orltintttrra..le,IoterAlmt
Armed Forces Institute of
immune systems of people, thus 1977. so it's recognizable to the
three days to control the out".1.,tw• tatt•lt-t. ‘ti%rrti.itig Mott.
aihdanutrrasir4iget.etrni
Pathology in Rockville, Md.
producing milder pandemics.
break. The current flu virus
immune systems of many peoIf they could build up a cata- saidDr. William Schaffner. a
strain, classified as H5N I like
Jill
.1a.A.tfiml% Moor.
TIIII rraN 104 Ige.r.et owl
ple.
log
of
crucial
genetic
changes,
Vanderbilt
the
University
Hong
Kong
infectious
germ. appeared
When the "N" part of the flu
(:ituislat u.0
I rut! at vota
rra.I V.Ig..r.111111
in people in 2003. More than 60 scientists could screen flu virus- disease expert and government
virus didn't change between the
1it171fII% 111.01111..111. I ifflie fp.
.tt11061,.....11(a
1,41ger.111111
es in birds to see which variants flu adviser.
people in Asia have died, and
pandemics of 1957 and 1968,
pose the most threat, and focus
more than 150 million chickens
Of course. H5N1 has already the latter was a milder killer.
iltt•tn.,•• Mftt
1111.1
rrasleoloter.1,orn
on
wiping
germs
those
out,
he
killed some people. but even
and ducks have died from the
Kilbourne noted.
1..tu
aluctuwt Mgr
..rnitta attirra.
.m1
said.
that gives no real indication of
germ or been slaughtered.
So as for the current bird flu,
Studies
of
past pandemics
how deadly it is for humans.
Nearly all the human victims
"I am less concerned about all
t.uir.criptiuti Hide,
•
don't
reveal
how the switchover These few deaths have no concaught the virus from close conthis business than others
from bird virus to human
text. There may be many less
tact with sick chickens, with
riotum.
Aar ill mu % Ault (loam.
because I think the NI immuniflav••• a %ed.
scourge will happen in the next
severely ill people going unnoonly one confirmed case of a
ty that everyone in this populaticed.
person infecting another person. one. Instead. they illustrate
tion has now ... may well mitiMailed in Lallowa. I
there are two routes. The virus
The way to tell the real death gate the effects," he said.
The fear now is that H5tsf 1 will
Ma‘lield. Nedalta And
3„los
b mil* 1 Year Ilardsn,
can make the genetic changes
rate is by taking blood samples
acquire the ability to spread
Of course, nobody is rooting
Amunaton.
mail Ii.
on its own. Or it can pick up
from a large population to see
easily from person to person,
for H5N1 to trigger a human
re
,
A of AI
- SI 16.0111m mad
genes from a human flu virus,
how many have antibodies to
sparking the worldwide outnptiona - $13b
pandemic. But if it doesn't do
_j
perhaps in a person who
the virus, indicating they had
break known as a pandemic.
so in the next year or two, I\,1,114•1,1 M..11dA• ihrututh Naunlas e,rn afternoon. except '....tindaya. Jul.
became infected simultaneously
been infected. These serosurFor a pandemic to occur, the
Taubenberger said. there could
Dam. Chrodmaa IN. and
I. Thankain
Ihn Periodicak
with the bird and human virusveys, as they are called, are
virus "must make people sick
be another public health probprntage pool at Murra.
14/STit otSTIlt ..erni *Ikea. change. in THE
standard operating procedure
and spread easily. Very few new es. This gene-swapping process
lem: anti-flu backlash.
Mu. 111411. Marra.. I1
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is called reassonment.
when a new germ appears. They
influenza strains do those two
"People will say ... this was
Tauhenherger, who is studywere among the first things
things,- said Dr. Dennis Maki.
lust_istuirinjvI 11 ii..' rin alatmon department between land ft p.m.
hyped and there really wasn't
ing
the
genetic
makeup
of
the
done
when
infectious
West
Nile
diseases
chief
virus
at the
and
risk." ignoring the fact that
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Won Fr‘
1918 pandemic virus, said that
SARS emerged. Yet they have
University of Wisconsinfuture viruses could pose a
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germ appears to have mutated
not been done in a big way
Madison.
threat as well, he said.
member the
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on its own. In contrast, the
among poultry workers in Asia
In fact. Maki takes some
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other
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two
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of
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has not yet acquired the genetic
influenza surveillance-and anwere apparently products of
"I'm frankly a hit bamboochanges it needs to start spreaddemic preparedness ...and 'base
reassortrnent.
he said.
zled by all that. I can't undering easily from person to pera pandemic occur when your
Kilbourne agreed that recent
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extensively," Schaffner said.
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Obituaries
Expressions of sympathy may he made to O.K. Patton Senior
Citizens Center, P.O. Box 648, Eddyville, KY 42038-06.48.

James A. Raspberry

James A. Raspberry, 84. Maple Street, Hazel, died Friday, Nov.
Ms. Imogene Thompson
IS, 2005. at 9 a.m. at his home.
Ms. Imogene Thompson, 76, Paducah. died Thursday. Nov. 17.
A farmer, he was an Army veteran of World
at 2:37 p.m. at Oakview Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.
2005.
Battle
the
in
War 11 and served as a tank driver
Retired from Florsheim International Shoe
of the Bulge. He was the recipient of three
Paducah, she was a member of New
Factory,
Hazel
of
member
a
was
Bronze service stars. He
Hope Primitivieaptist Church.
Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were one grandson.
Born Jan. 10;1922, in Calloway County, he
Gene Cruse, one sister and one brother.
Larry
and
was the son of the late Hubert Raspberry
She was the daughter of the late Kelly Jingles
Gladys Hendrix Raspberry,
Tucker and Ruby Dawes Tucker.,
Survivors include hi wife, Mrs. Lois
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Linda
Lassiter Raspberry; three daughters, Mrs. Sheila
and husband. Harold. and Mrs. Paula
Cruse
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Paris,
Raspberry
Wilson and husband. Stan,
Scott and husband, Tootle, and one son, Steve
Sandra Todd and husband, Billy. Hazel, and
Thompson Thompson and wife, Janice. all of Paducah; four
Mrs. Jill Middleton and husband, Greg,
sisters. Mrs. lance Sholar, Mrs. Emma Spann
Hinesville, Ga.; one son, Bud Raspberry and
wife, Gail, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Faye and Mrs. Helen Smith, all of Benton, and Mrs. Lena Garland.
Thomas
Lassiter, Hazel; three brothers, Billy Raspberry Kennett, Mo.; three brothers, Jimmie Tucker, Mayfield,
n, Gina
and wife, Dickie, and Gerald Raspberry and Tucker, Hardin, and Glenn Tucker, Murray; six grandchildre
Lammert,
Stephanie
Metcalf.
Michelle
Miranda
Cruse,
Lynn
Max
Joe
and
wife, Shirley, all of Hazel,
Steven
Raspberry and wife. Bonnie Sue, Murray:, 12 Samantha Cox, William A. Scott and Christopher
nephews.
and
nieces
several
ildren;
great-grandch
five
Thompson;
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of FilbeckThe funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at Hazel Church of Christ.
& King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. John Shultz.will
Cann
Murray
the
in
follow
will
Wayne Hall will officiate. Burial
Burial will follow in the New Hope Cemetery.
officiate.
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
Visitation will he at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 4
(Saturday).
•
to 8 p.m. today (Saturday).
Persons may sign the guest book for Ms. Thompson or send an
on-line condolence to the family at www.filbeckcarinking.com. •

Mrs. Zela Ann Steele Farmer

Mrs. Zela Ann Steele Farmer, 101, Kuttawa. formerly of Murray,
died Friday, Nov. 18. 2005, at 5:55 a.m. at Rivers Bend Retirement
Center, Kuttawa.
She was a retired bookkeeper of the Heating and Air
Conditioning Company operated by the family in Murray. She had
attended Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church in Calloway
County for several years. but was a member at the time of her death
of Kuttawa United Methodist Church, Kuttawa.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Carrot Farmer, and two
brothers, George Steele and Jack Steele. She was the daughter of the
late Almer Steele and Mattie Stubblefield Steele.
Survivors include one son, Mike Farmer. Fredonia; three grandchildren, Michelle Edwards. Crittenden County, Jacqui Kearns.
Nicholasville, and Ashley Schnittker, Bloomington, Ill.; four greatgrandchildren.
A graveside service will be Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the Murray
City Cemetery, Murray.
Visitation will be at Lakeland Funeral Home, Eddyville, from
noon to 1 p.m. Sunday.

Ky., and Mrs. Dorothy Attebury. Hot Springs. Ark.: four grandchildren, Ricky T. Smith and wife. Veronica, Winter Spnrigs. Fla . and
Mark Smith and wife. kanetta, Stacy Smith, and Kyle Smith and
site, Ilebbra, all of Murray, Ks., 10 great-grandchildren. Austin.
Sasannah. Whitney, Jeremy, Mitchell. Jana. Jessica and Samartiha
Smith. and Dixie and Corey Villanueva; one greatsgreat-grandchild.
My lee Grace Smith.

Lester R. Smith

the funeral for Lester R. Smith will he today i Saturday ) at i
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mas field. Bob Haley
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield with military rites to be conducted hs American Legion
Post #26.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Smith, 96. Mayfield. died Wednesday.
Nos. 16, 2005, at 2:35 p.m. at Jackson Purchake
Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired electrician, he was a 50-year memaommilog=, ber of 1BEW, past commander of Disabled
American Veterans and a Navy seteran of
World War II.
His wife, Ethel J. Smith, preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Oury Smith and Beulah Hughes Smith.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Rose Lee Davis and husband. Ellis. Hardin, and Mrs. Malinda Sanderson and husband.
Duane. St. Louis. Mo.: use grandchildren: five great-grandchildren.'

Danny Ray Fields

The funeral for'Danny Ray Fields will be today (Saturday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Bro. Ricky
Cunningham and Gene Gilliland will officiate.
Mrs. Robbie Rowland
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
at
(Saturday)
today
be
will
Rowland
The funeral for Mrs. Robbie
Mr. Fields, 62, Dunn Cemetery Road. Benton. died Tuesday.
I p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris.
IS. 2005. at 2:30 p.m. at his home.
Nov.
•
the
in
follow
will
Burial
will
officiate.
Gallimore
Tenn. Steve
A laborer for Shawnee Steam Plant, he was a former insurance
Bradley Cemetery, Puryear, Tenn.
agent fru- Woodmen of the World. He was a member of Hardin
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Baptist Church and of Lakeland Chapter of the American Re(i
2005.
16,
Nov.
Mrs. Rowland, 87, Paris, Tenn., died Wednesday.
Cross.
at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
One brother. Michael Fields. preceded him in death: He was the
A former nurses aid, she was a member of West Paris Baptist
son of the late Charles Elmo Fields and LaVeme Oliver Fields.
Church.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs.. Hontas Wood Fields; ont.
Brent
William
husband,
first
her
were
death
Preceding her in
Dena Fields, Delaware; one son. Stephen Fields and wife.
daughter,
Janice
Flood, her second husband, William Rowland, one daughter.
; three stepsons, Timothy. Robbie and Philtip
Gilbertsville
Lori.
Vaughan.
Katherine
sisters,
four
1989,
24.
March
on
Flood Smith
one sister, Mrs. Patrisha (Trish) Fields-Clark,
Benton;
of
all
Kelley.
Clyde
May Gallimore, Beulah Flood and Irene Hart; four brothers,
Don Fields. Lexington. S.C.:
Walker, Arlos Byars, Carlos Byars and James Byars. Born May 9, West Palm Beach, Ha.; one brother.
Fields; eight stepgrandchilGriffin
and
Serrin
n.
grandchildre
two
C.
Robert
late
the
of
1918, in Benton. Ky., she was the daughter
Lin.
Kera. Maria, Jayden
Whitnes.
Kelcy,
dren, Kandyce.
Byars and Zeffie Stamps Byars.
Kelley.
Kayley
Murray.
Paschall.
Maggie
Mrs.
Survivors include two sisters,

Campus, community growth forces MSU phone prefix switch to 809
information officer. "We wanted
remain the same.
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
For three months. callers can anyone who had any dealing
Staff Writer
prompted dial either prefix to reach cam- with us to be aware."
has
Growth
The change was prompted as
changes among telephone num- pus, but starting June 1, the 809
will be mandatory. After June I, the university administration
bers at Murray State.
Beginning March 1, MSU a recording will direct callers to planned for the new residential
is slated to
will begin using 809 as its tele- dial the 809 exchange. The college. Construction
the $16.5
on
spring
the
in
begin
least
at
continue
will
recording
phone prefix instead of the usual
million project behind Winslow
762, which has been exhausted for three months.
"We've got so much time, Dining Hall.
with campus and community
The dorm, which will house
growth. The last four digits of and that's why we did it," said
students when is opens in
325
chief
MSU's
Thomasson,
Janice
will
numbers
the on-campus

In 1999. Murray State was
the fall of 2007. will face uses more than 4.200 of the
western
the 361
among
Jim
to
according
numbers,
Waldrop Drive and be paid for
its
with student housing fees. Other DeBoer, N1SU's telecommuni- Kentucky prefixes than had
to
502
from
changed
code
area
prefix
809
The
manager.
cations
residential college are listed
the
among the university's top capi- will be solely for campus num- 270, according to BellSouth.
carrier.
tal projects, but they depend on bers and allow up to 10,0(X) campus' telephone
Thomasson said some people
the state's approval of the uni- numbers.
"We knew we'd eventually have commented that becduyte
versity-issued bonds.
through
Right now, Murray-Calloway have enough student growth." the university made it
change
County Hospital and some local Thomasson said. "This really that change. the prefix
smoother.
even
be
will
to
room
enough
us
gives
762
residents also have
exchanges, but Murray .State expand."

Court: grand jury indictments in merit law probe must remain secret
on its findings that would• be
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — separate from the criminal
The special grand jury examin- charges contained in an indicting possible criminal conduct in ment. While an indictment can
the Fletcher administration can be dismissed, a report "cannot
continue to return indictments. be recalled effectively." said the
but they must remain secret until opinion written by Judge
a challenge by Gov. Ernie William Knopf.
Fleteher's lawyers have
Fletcher is resolved, the Court of
asked that the grand jury be proAppeals said Friday.
The court seemed most con- hibited from indicting anyone
cerned with the possibility the who might he covered by the
grand jury could issue a report governor's blanket pardon

issued on Aug. 29. Fletcher is facts drew entirely different conexcluded from the amnesty as is clusions from Fletcher and
any crime that may have taken Attorney General Greg Stumbo,
whose office has been conductplace after its effective date.
the probe.
ing
Circuit
Franklin County
"This is an important victory
Judge William Graham refused
Fletcher's request, adding that a for my Office, the special grand
governor cannot halt the work of jury, and, most importantly, the
a grand jury just like a jury people of Kentucky." Stumbo
could not prohibit a governor said in a statement.
"The governor achieved a
from issuing a pardon.
win today toward
significant
of
much
As it has throughout
the investigation, the same set of placing lawful parameters on the

unprecedented actions of Greg
Stumbo.—FletehelS office said
in its own release.
The opinion from the three-

judge panel initially seemed
iWined--to protect the integrity of the grand jury.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 Eosf Mon St • 753-1586

•Quad-state band ...
From Page 3A
conductor."
Guest conductors for this
year's festival include, Steven
Page from West Jessamine High
School in Lexington, Scott Ford
from Lone Oak High School in
Paducah, Michael Colvett from
Marshall County High School in
Benton and nationally known
composer and teacher. John
Alfred
from
O'Reilly
Publishing.
The day includes rehearsals
with the guest conductors plus
clinics and master classes for the
students by the Murray State
University faculty. A special
the
by
performance
Internationally acclaimed MSU

Bennett
El
•to

• MI •Mf • VI • la -• MIK •
•
•

Symphonic Wind Ensemble is
also scheduled.
For the participating directors there are also important
events including a music display
by Shattinger Music of St. Louis
and a director's clinic by noted
young band composer Dennis
Eveland. Directors bring an
instrument to play and participate in a reading band conducted by Eveland.
"They review the latest in
junior high compositions, beginning band methods and teaching
techniques," noted Johnson,
"the directors really appreciate
"Dennis
these sessions."
Eveland is. a former student of
mine", stated Johnson,"and it is
very exciting to see the success

"This festival is a reward for
my top students," stated Kelly
Kesterson of Carlyle Junior
High School in Carlyle. 111.
The Quad-State Junior High "They learn so much and come
Band festival is the longest con- back highly motivated."
The festival attracts students
tinuous running festival in the
South. "My students start talk- from six different states includIllinois.
Kentucky,
ing about Quad-State as soon as ing
and
Missouri
Ohio,
Tennessee,
the
in
door
they walk in the
Fall," stated Dan Meeks, band Indiana.
'The culminating concert is
director at Harrison High School
in Harrison, Ohio. "It's a won- free and the public is urged to
attend.
derful event."

that he has gained in composing
materials for the elementary and
junior high bands."

411/1/OODS
AT GREAT PRICES!

pleased to welcome
Ron Arant, Financial Consultant

ON-SITE
WORK PLACE
DRUG TESTING
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
SALES & SERVICE

to the firm's talent corps. Ron will serve local inves-

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

tors from Hilliard Lyons' Murray office.

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
ben nettmotorsi nc
.com

HILLIARD LYONS

Jason Reed, Owner
Jon Tubbs, Consultant
Certified & Insured
C411

24

7 DM's A Wilk

WI-State Safety
Management
101 Poplar St.

1-800-363-4720

Hilliard Lyons is

753-4704 • 293-5215
or 291-3665

-Or 008,1e
7.44ely 7

77Zee
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C
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Call Toll Free
(866)936-6600
(270)293-8086 - Cell

414 Main St. I Murray, KY
(270) 753.3366 I (800) 444.1854
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www.murrayiet
Community Thanksgiving
Dinner will be Thursday

Murray Ledger & 'Finn

COMMUNITY
41111111NINIIIIIININIINNINSiteOM
SeniorActivities

Engagement

BY TERI COBB

This year's Community Thanksgiving dinner will be held on Thanksgiving day, Noy.
24, at the Senior Citizens' Center at 607
Poplar St.. and Camp Woodmen of the
world at 72 Schwartz Road.
Roth sites will offer a traditional Thanksgiving menu and will be open to all. Dinner will be served from 11:30 a.m. to 1;30
p.m. A brief worship service vvill be at II
a.m. at each site.
Jo's
Trransportation will be provided at Weaks
Datebook by calling 753-0929 and at Camp WOW
by A) burKeeri at 753-2319 or 293-5431. To volunteer or
make a donation call 753-7698 or 293-9490
Community
for Weaks Center or the above numbers
Editor
for Camp WOW.

Divine Appointment in concert
1)1%itie 111), moment, a husband anti wife team of Dee and
Kathy Liplord. will present a concert showcasing some of their
songs on their new record Sunday at 6 p.m. at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.

MES Council will meet
Murray blernentary lund Site-based Decision Making Coupii v. ill ifleet Monday at 4 p.m. in the conference room of the
ii All interested . persons are urged to attend.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. in the counseling
ottice of the school.

Great Books Group will meet
Adult Great' Books Discussion Group will meet Monday at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public Library. This will be a change
from Iciurth Monday. Joe Chaney will. be the discussion leader
,tOr the selection. -Thoughts for the Times on War and Death"
hy Sigmund Freud. Anyone who has read the treatise is invited to take part in the discussion.

Lodge plans event Monday
A:Imlay Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
hate Past Masters Night on Monday at the lodge hall. Serving of chili and hot tamales will begin at 6 p.m. All members arid especially past masters are urged to attend.

Theta meeting Monday
ikparm...1 ot the Murray

Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the club house. Johnny McDougal
will present a program on -Gourds." Hostesses will he Joan
Attains. Mary Ann Russell and Jan Hough.

Holiday Open House Sunday
Holiday • Open House will be Sunday triain I to 4 p.m. at
the Hardin Community Center. lkior pnies will be given at
some ot the booths featuring different things for Christmas
sTiopp-mg . Tor tutormatton call Sherri Hasty at437-3979 or IkeDee
(1,101,, ,e•';

Dexter Clothes Closet open Monday
Its s tioni

n

it„t,e1) on the first and third .Ionto 2 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church. For
II Linda Yutin. coordinator. at 437-4890.

a

'Hot Tamale' supper planned
lined Metliodis: ,,11101 ot Bethel United Methodist Church
st ill have a
1.1111,11C supper today at 5:30 p.m. at the
list tamale supper with donk and dessert and all
liilit h
von ,iii eat .till he sers ed for 56 per person. Also hot tamales
—in be viii,11,1,e,1 tor S6 a dozen. The public is invited. For
or 7s1-0288_

Shower planned for couple
\like Davis and two daughter, mio iost the inaionty 01 their belongings when their trade' home
(icon) destroyed hy tire will he Saturday. Items
vpcd ott at Grace Baptist Church between the
may hi
flitrrs of li a in to 2 p.m today. For more information about
specalic needs. Ltithing sizes. etc.. call 753-6088. 492-8848 or
the church office :it 751-7599.

'Meet the Lakers' today
will he •Saturday at 5
p iii iii Jell e gymnasium at Calloway County High School
Introduction, sit both middle and high school cheerleaders and
basketball teams also dance teams and varsity hoop: squads
a ill he ifliriNbit ed. The public is invited.

Tiger Night will be today
"sluitay High Backboard Club will sponsor Tiger Night today
s p.m, at the high school. The Tiger Starts and all Murray High aodAlurray Middle basketball, cheerleaders and dance
teams will he introduced. Concessions will be available. Admission will he 52 for adults. Students in kindergarten through
12th 11'
v, ill he admitted free

Ministry will provide gifts
,n conjunction

with Prison Fel
lint ship still pro.ide Christmas gifts for children who have a
parent in tail or prison. If you would like to help, call Linda
ii -51-01 56

Citifinancial to host toy drive
s,111 host a t nun.c or the Santa

Project for
\Imlay and allow ay County:. Persons may drop toys during
, 'he his'ins ot 10 am to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday at the
itti,e at -(14 North 12th St,. Murray. For information call
'St

HOLIDAY
7 OPEN HOUSE

aee
,

1

Stevens and Metcalf
Pat Stevens and Mike Metcalf announce their engagement
and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Dorothy Greenwell Lindie and the late Garnett A. Lindle Sr. of Sturgis.
She is retired from the Kentucky State Auditor's Office and
is currently employed by Murray-Calloway County EMS.
The groom-elect is the son of Mary Stafford of Murray and
the late Tony Metcalf of Metropolis. III. He is retired.
The wedding will be Friday. Nov. 25. 2005, at 3. p.m
St. (,co Catholic Church, Murray„
A reception will follow at Mattingly Hall.
All relatives anti friends are inyited.

Alpha Department receives newly published books
!Members of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were excited to
receive several cases of the
new Calloway County.' Family
History Book, the companion
volume to the Calloway County Pictorial History published
in 21X/2.
In addition to_farnily -information, the hook also contains
• histOry of-Calloway County
and some of its communities.
Ann-mation about government
and other services, schools.
many businesses (past and preseat. churches, people and
places. The book has. more
than 100 featured pages and
!nor,. than 750 family hist('
-The Alpha Department it
the Murray Woman's Club was
organized in 1905. 'Mis publication of these tyoi volumes
continues the tradition of service established by the founders
and perpetuates the club's commitment to its literary mission.
The hook is dedicated to
the eight women who started
-The As You Like It (luta!hey are: Miss Hattie Cook;
Miss Maud ('ook: Miss Mary
()mond: Miss Kate Diuguld;
Miss Grey Gatlin: Mrs. Di Jennings: Mrs. John McHrath: and
Miss Betty Thonnon. This club
St us the nucleus of the Murray ‘Noinan's Club

llosgitalMenus
-I-lean-Smart” is the program
tor the menus in the cafeteria
of 5,Itirray -Callow ay Count v
Hospital.
Anne Newberry: dietitian.
said the menus are designed
to help, those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diet.
Menus, subject to occasional change. for the wCek of
Nov. 21-27 have been released
as folloy,s,
Monday - quiche Florentine,
'chicken and rice with mango
chutney. Salisbury steak. 'broccoli spears. whipped potatoes.
'field peas with .snaps, fried
apples. chicken tortilla soup
Tuesday - 'chicken faiitas.
spiral baked ham, chicken fried
steak with gravy. 'wild rice pilaf,
broccoli
casserole, retried

GREG TRAVISIedger

Pictured (from left) are Marlene Beach, Alpha chairperson; Marsha Newsom. Turner
Publishing: Lois Pharris. book chairperson: and Brenda Call, Alpha member, showing
the newly published book.
\,,ording to a spokes.per- available for purchase. There picked up from 9 a.m. to 5
sou tor the club, most of the are also 200 of the reprints of p.m. on Monday and again
family history: books have been the previously published Pic- Monday through Friday startreserved. but sortie extras are torial History. Books can be ing Nov. 28 at the club house.
For more information telephone 753-5023 or 759-4938.
beans, candied yams.'baby carrots. Wisconsin cheese soup
Wednesday - meat loaf,
turkey hot brown.'crumb topped
fish filet. 'seasoned green
beans, mashed potatoes, 'brussel sprouts. onion rings, taco
soup
Thursday - roasted turkey
breast. spiral baked ham, corn
bread dressing. pilgrim sweet
potatoes, twice baked potato.
'baby carrots, 'green beans.
Friday - lasagna. 'vegetable
lasagna. prime sea strips. country style steak mashed potatoes with gravy, 'Italian green
beans breaded cheese sticks
'steamed yellow squash. 'black
bean and steak soup. 'garlic
bread sticks
Saturday - 'chicken pot pie
meat loaf, smoked sausage
Sauerkraut, 'broccoli spears

"'ESSENTIAL DAY 5PA

No ember 20th, 2005
1:00-4:00 p.m.
Hardin Community Center

iiipprneure, Purripo-eit
Chet Stampin I'p, Weekend tveueees. Crafty
rumes & More. Mary kin/. Bruutu's Salsa, Carols,
For Inn lohneels at GO Baskets, MAmt. Homemade Gourmet Sequence
SUM SIM 43141IM
Purses. Symmetry & Jewelry. Arhonne.
1181111“ mew at 577-14fX
rtycernat Purses. At Horne Amenca & Afore'

Activities director
Murray-Calloway Connty Senior Citizens are located in the
George Weaks Community Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray. We
invite you to check our facility and the many services offered.
Our telephone number is 753-0929.
We invite you to come and join us for lunch which will be
served Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for a suggested
donation of $1.50. I.,owfat milk, coffee and ice tea are our
daily choices of beverages. Meals are also sent to private
homes.
The center offers transportation on a daily basis from 9 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. If you live in the city limits and need a ride
to our center, the doctor, grocery store, bank or pharmacy. call
at least one day .ahead of time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who are 60 and older are invited to
exercise at no cost, as well as to take advantage of beginning
computer classes we have to offer. rontact the center for more
details.
The center will be closed Thursday and Friday in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. Activities and menus for
the week of Nov. 21-25 have been released as follows:
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9:30
a.m., Stride with Pride Walkers will leave at 10 a.m., Health
Express at center from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m., Bingo at 12:30
p.m.. Beginning Line Dancing at 1:30 p.m. and Advanced Line
Dancing at 2 p.m. A Pool Tournament with Murray State University students will begin at 12:30 p.m. Caregivers Support
Group has been moved to Nov. 29. On the lunch menu will
be BBC) meat balls, mashed potatoes. Brussels sprouts, roll,
margarine and orange.
Tuesday events include Strength and Stretch Class from 8
to 9 a.m.. Devotion at 10 a.m., Healthy Lifestyles for Women
at 10:30 a.m., Parkinson's Disease Support Group at noon and
Ping Pong at 12:30 p.m.. Our monthly birthday and anniversary
celebration will begin at 12:20 p.m. Ham, cabbage, carrots,
corn bread, margarine and pistachio dessert will be on the
lunch menu.
Wednesday events include Armchair Arobics at 8:30 or
9:30 a.m.. Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Powder Puff
Pool from 10 to 11:30 a.m. and Pinochle Club at noon. On the
lunch menu will be beef stew, tossed salad, toasted French
bread, margarine and peach cobbler.
Thursday menu for Meals on Wheels - baked chicken, peas,
honey glazed carrots, roll, margarine and applesauce.
Friday menu for Meals on Wheels - baked pork chop.
mashed potatoes, greens, roll, margarine and -Moon pie.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

• MASSAGF TH1 R LP) •FACIA'S • NUR( ‘RI
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AVEDA
Concept Solon

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
kamed One of America's lastest Growing Salon.
Mon.-Thurs. q-s. in.34,Sat. 8-2
1307' lohniam Blvd. • Murray • 271)-767-07tIo

mashed potatoes with gravy.
'stewed tomatoes, soup of the
day.
Sunday • pot roast, chicken strips. 'crumb topped fish
filet. 'oven roasted potatoes.
'baby carrots, tried okra, • soup
of the day.
(*denotes heart-smart selection)

Sewing
by Steven

1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV 22
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY

Walk the Line
PG13 - 12:55 • 3:35 • 7:15 - 9:55
Derailed
R- 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:10
Chicken Little
G • 12:45 - 2:30 • 4:10 - 6:55 • 8:40
Harry Potter • Goblet of Fire
PG13 - 12:40 - 12:50 • 3:40 • 3:5f

• Drapery
• Specialty Rods

• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available
Now Oftiring Mare 'Than /AV
F‘zIPrieo Including Silk..

6:40 • 6:50 • 9:40- 9:Zathura
PG- 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:20
Legend of Zorro
PG - 9:20
Jarhead
R - 1:35 - 4:00 • 7:25 - 945

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

PAram information Call 753-3314
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Murray Ledger & Ilmeo Fair Houoinp Ad Notice
All real r-iital4 nivernyied (wren, ir NIAVILY i,, the federal FAH
Housing At ohid MALIN it ilkgal to Ad vrrasr are metererse hnnitabcn, or decrumnahon based on race, ioloc rd,or
Fion w, handicap, tarrulial suna or national origin,
insention to make any such preterenses, lundanons or deovulation
Stale laws forbid discrimination or dw sak, rental or advertising of inal estate based on factors in addition to those protected under federal law
We will knowint,ly accept any advertising tor real estate
which is not in violation ot the law All persons are hereby
othwined that all 4wellines advertised are available on an

Non*
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fnday

equal opportunity base
For further assistance with Fair
Housing _ Advertising requirements,
contact N M Counsel Rene l'
17031 618-1000
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax:
060

010
Legal
Notice

PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on

Hiring cook and

Sat., Nov. 26, 9 a.m.
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Diuguld Dr

host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri

Notice
ORDER Thanksgiving
pies and cobblers mom
made at Sandra D's
293-3816 94E
PINE Creek Resort in
Lynn Grove has been
sold and is permanently closed
TAMALE plates are
here at Sandra D's on
Friday 293-381694 E
050
UM and Found
JUST give us a call:
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

at 616 N. 12th
Street, Murray.
No phone calls.
earn
DANCERS
51,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM
Check
Out Our
Single
&
Team
Opportunities,

V

CAPE GIRARDEAU MO
rl New & Improved
Pay Pkg!
V Teams Up to
S110,000/1110
V Excellent Mlles!
,Great Hometlme,
s
v' Guaranteed
Annual Raises,
r/ Sign-On &
Referral Bonuses,
r/ No NYC,
NO HOZFAilt.
NO Canada

gfillaws
11(

(11)(.11,4, ,
( .111 ,((LW

800-325-6040

Cali 753-1916

Fot 15 're 37
www deltaexp corn

060
Help Wanted
2 metal stud framers &
ceiling
acoustic
installers needed in
Murray. 753-2121 or
703-9321
service
QUALIFIED
needed.
technician
Must have experience
in dry wall, trim, vinyl
siding and finish work.
Apply in person or send
resume to. Arrowhead
Home Sales, 2003 E
Wood St., Paris, TN
38242

Help Wanted

Help WOW

HELP WANTED
SENIOR SUPPORT
SERVICES ASSOCIATE

Due Ire tcaloo,,ny
non payment of rent d

Units # 1:31, 83 88.
99 & 101

060

060
Help Wonted

FIRST Step Learning
Center is hinng a full
time teacher. Please
bring resume to 814
Coldwater Rd.. Murray.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
IES has opening for
local dnver with clean
MVR and security
guard (270)362-8100
IES has openings for
security guards. production workers, and
Call
drivers
CDL
(270)362-8100

ATTENTION
Hairstyling in Murray
is about to change forever!

Great Clips is Coming!
Great Clips is Coming!
Who? Great Clips!
Haircare professionals can call 270-462-3809
for an interview and a list of employee benefits
which even include health benefits

ik Great C I vs for hair:
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Here at Purchase Area Physical Therapy we are
growing rapidly. We have an immediate opening for full time, part time and PRN positions
for physical therapists and physical therapist
assistants. Outpatient expenence with orthopedic, industrial, and sports populations desirable
hut new grads welcome. Excellent customer
service skills required. Competitive salary
based on experience. Four day weeks with no
weekends. Qualified applicants send resumes
with two references to address below or call
(270) 759-9500.

Tommy West. RT.
208 South 6th Street
Murray. KY 42071
Fax:(270) 754-9501

Adecco
it*a PEOPLE
We will he at the Murray Unemployment
Office on the following dates: 11/9, 11/16,
11/22, and 11/30 accepting applications for 1st,
2nd and 3rd shift temporary positions. To be
considered, please bring in two forms of identification — one that will establish your identity
and one that will establish your right to work in
this country. .
If you have any questions. please call
1.800-403-9970.
EOE • M/F/D/V

VISA

The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking applicants to fill a full-time position as
a Senior Support Services Associate at the
Calloway County Health Center in Murray, KY
to perform duties which include: data entry,
clerical, receptionist, and medical records.
Starting salary is $7.90 per hour or $592.50 biweekly.
Education/Experience: High school diploma or
GED. One year of moderately difficult administrative or clerical experience in a medical,
hospital or administrative office environment.
Additional education (college, vocational
school, etc.) may substitute for the required
experience on a year to year basis.
Excellent fringe package. Increase in salary
during first year of employment. Applications
may be picked up at the Calloway County
Health Center or at any Purchase District
Health Center. Pre-employment screening
required. Resumes DO NOT substitute for
applications. Copies of diplomas and/or GED
MUST be submitted with applications to the
Purchase District Health Department and no
later than end of business, November 28, 2005.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Announcement of
Project Director Position
Educational
Cooperative, located in Murray,
Kentucky, is accepting resumes for
Project TAHOE PLUS Director. This is
the 3rd history grant for WKEC and
involves improving teacher preparation
and knowledge concerning events 'in
Qualifications
history.
American
include: Bachelor's Degree in History or
Education with a minimum of5 years of
progressively increasing experience in
education and working with schools.
Master's Degree and high school teaching experience preferred. Administrative
or project management experience with
an emphasis on designing and providing
educational professional development
needed. Three-year, full-time position
beginning ASAP. Salary is to be based on
WKEC salary scale. Send resume with 3
references and cover letter by November
22, 2005 to Shirley White, WKEC, 420
Wells Hall, Murray, Kentucky 420713318. EEOC
West

Kentucky

Due to the
Thanksgiving
holiday our
classified deadlines
have changed.

LOCAL church seeks
P/T Director of Children
and Youth Ministries.
Please provide resume
demonstrates
that
vision, energy, skills.
and competency to
responsibly work with
others and relate to
children and teens as
they explore and learn
in a Chnstian environment. Send resume to
1040-C.
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

-Friday, November 25 deadline
is Tuesday. November 22
at 11AM.
'Saturday, November 26
deadline is Tuesday,
November 22 at 3PM.

LOOKING for a healthy
dependable individual
with flexible schedule
to assist caretaker with
the care of an elderly
disabled person dunng
evenings and on weekin
Calloway
ends
County. Duties include
assistance with in
home daily needs, light
housekeeping, meal
preparation and companionship.
transDependable
portation and reference
verification required.
Salary is negotiable
Send
489-2506.
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-S. Murray. KY
42071.
Office
MEDICAL
Full
Secretary.
time/Part-time Salary
depends on skills.
Typed resumes only.
Send resume to. P.O.
Box 1040-K
Murray, KY 42071

ri MURRAY

LEDGERS/IMES
lour Only Hometown ,Vewepaper
1001 Whitnell Avenue • 753-1916

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501

.en,
Dm,

New Freight
Great Runs!
Start driving
regional today!!
• Assigned
Equipment
• Plenty of Miles
• Great Pay and
Hometime
class A CDL & 1

060
Help Wanted
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.62/hr,
now hinng. For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours.
24
8042,
Employment service.

yr.

OTR Req.

Announcement of
American History Resource
Specialist Positions
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative,
located in Murray, Kentucky, is accepting
resumes for a resource specialist for
Project TAHOE PLUS. Project TAHOE
PLUS involves improving teacher preparation and knowledge concerning events
in American history. Qualifications
include: Bachelor's Degree in History or
Education and 5 years of progressively
increasing experience in education and
working with schools. Master's Degree
and experience in elementary education
preferred. Other qualifications include
experience in designing educational
materials which engage all students in
learning and coordinating the process for
teacher-developed materials as well as
coaching teachers and facilitating professional development activities. Position
will be a three-year, part time position.
Send resume with three references and
cover letter by November 22, 2005, to
Shirley White, WKEC, 420 Wells Hall,
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3318. EEOC

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources Specialist/
Health & Safety
Murray Calloway County Hospital has an opening
for a Human Resources Specialist to manage the
workers compensation program. accident investigation. OSHA reporting. safety training and leave
of absence programs at MCCH and West View.
Bachelor's degree required in Health & Safety or
an RN with OccupatiOnal Nursing experience preferred. Minimum of two years experience
required in related area. Must be proficient in
Excel.
MCCH offers a comprehensive compensation and
benefits package. Interested applicants may
e-mail their resume to:
Ilfoley@murrayhospital.org
or fax to 270-762-1905.
MCCH is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Call Today!
(800)851-4943
PART-TIME Network
Specialist
Support
needed. At least one
year college required,
and one year experience preferred. Phone
system experience a
plus. Email resumes to
candrceS powerclaim.corn
. or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 North
4th St, Murray, KY
42071.

PHONE SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with supenor people skills. As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers primarily by telephone
and Internet from our
Murray office.

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
SPEECH THERAPIST
Full Time in Dresden.
TN SNE Excellent
Flexible
Benefits,
schedules. PRN appliwelcome!
cants
Contact Kelli 1-877361-2021
krednarns oen,s,racare corn

www.enduracare.com
STORE manager position available. Please
apply at Movie Gallery,
500 S. 12th St., Murray.
TOM'S Grille now hiring for daytime servers,
and
night cook,
cashier Apply in person at 1501 N. 12th St.
753-4521
Drivers
$1,000 Sign On
(For Exp'd 0TH Dryers(

Email resume to
careers@scoreboard1 com or mail to:
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS.
ResourCeS;
Human
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071

WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
etc
windows,
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556
Computer
THE
Computer
Remedy
repair, system recovery. and in-home assistance. 435-4667
Ward to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray

Etas

CKBUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235

PAY INCREASE!

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

USA TRUCK'

Dedrcated S Regional Avail
CO 00p s, Teams
Student Grads
Call 7 Days a Week

800-889-5805
www gousatrock con'

If you are upbeat, confident, detail-oriented,
enjoy working with people, have outstanding
phone skills and want a
career,
rewarding
please apply. We offer
excellent pay with a
bonus incentive plan
and a cornpetrtrve benefit package.

Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years experience.
References. If interested, please call 7679428

roe
090
Domestic & Chlkleare
BABYSITTING in my
home. Daytime hours,
close to town. 6 weeks
to age 5. Call 753-7031
for more information.
CLEANING houses is
Call
my business
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOUSE cleaning 7536671
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380

150
Article*
For Sale
1100 Remington 12
gauge semi shot gun
$525 00 767-0958
519-8570

150
Articles
For Sale

Off Lease Copiers
Available
Acellent Condition
Lease or Purchase
16-25 Copies
Per Minute
Warranty As ailable
Phone

800-858-0492

HOWARD D. HAPPY
COMPANY
HD Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street Murray & see
our large selection of
TVs All the .newest
technology like DLP,
LCD. Plasma & Rear
Projection from JVC,
LG, RCA, Toshiba &
Zenith from 20' to 65"
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
NEW laminate flooring
Shaw. Verfiloc wide
pine
dark
plank
includes padding. 995
$1.200.
sq_ft.
(270)436-5998
SAFE (3 1/2'T X 2'8"W
2'5"D) $1,200
X
Electric wheel chair
$600. Call 753-9959
(D) or 759-4442(N)
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves. size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

ApJliences

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on

the square

753-1713

11P

lome Furnishings

LEXMARK 3-in-1, sink
with faucet dishwasher, trash compactor,
stove. fridge, RCA big
screen TV, carpet, children's clothes, and
household
other
goods. 753-6415

FINE Porcelain China
by
Garland
Blue
Johann Haviland China
Corp 65 pcs 4892116 or 759-5000
HIGH post oak antique
bed, $600 489-2413,
994-5928
Firewood
FIREWOOD $50 a nck
(270)527-8368
FIREWOOD. $35.00
per rick. 121 South.
Call 978-0938
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. 512.500 753
6012
2'0
Mobile Homes For Sale
16X80 2 Bath 97
Clayton Mobile Home
Set up on lot @ Fox

Meadows, excellent
condition. $18,000 or
1978 12x50. 2BR.
$1.300, must sell. Call
Susan (630)553-9819
1992 16x80, 3-BR, 2Bath, newly remodeled $12.000 call for
appointment 753-4287
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731442-6438

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

FREE
4-room satellite system, DVR & HD
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months Gall Beasley
759-0901 or 877-4550901

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

One and Two Bedroom

Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Murray Ledger & nines
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BIG YARD SALE

NEON B
MINI-STORA

1/2 mile north of Webasto on
641 North
Fri & Sat •8AM-?

'All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

designe.r i,lotta,ng 'ens & women s medium to
3XL boys raothing framed prints many great
eBAY Items and Christmas gifts several neon
Budweiser bar signs train set in box decorat
ever& TIRES. wheels hubcaps
ing tern'
nos. ,jrL parts 'his, !arm parts Coleman geneyarui furniture. ,ortipoters 6 parts McCoy
pieces NICE ITEMS

Used Cars
2005 Monte Carlo
Super Sport Black
Paid
3,700 miles
$27,000. sell $22,000
293-1231
2003 Escort 7_82 Red
auto, sunroof, CD
sharp, 23.000 miles
$5.750 (270)527-3278

JUST ANNOUNCED:
SO down available on
repos, No money down
& save thousands, Call
now, 731-584-9109
LAND HOME PACKIN
AGES, MOVE
TODAY All areas or
bring your deed for $0
down, 731-584-4926
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot.
$15.500 753-6012

26R, all appliances.
Story
5500/month.
ave (270)767-9948
Available 11/19.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St , now accepting
applications for: lbr
apt, basic rent $330/
month Call 753-1970
Leave Message.

SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
That s all
your deed
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today',

2BR 8 miles north, no
plus
$235
pets
753-8582
deposit
227-1935
2BR trailer Washer &
dryer. refrigerator &
stove furnished 6-1/2
miles north on 121 Call
(731)479-2689
$300
2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808
LARGE . 3BR 2BA
$295 753-6012

LOTS for rent
9866

LARGE 38R located
across from MSU 7595885 or 293-7085
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom. all appliances. Available Dec.
1 Brooklyn Drive. Call
270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university Like
new large 2BR C/H/A
Low utilities, quiet.
$420 What you've
for
looking
been
(270)527-2284
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

753

Apartmants For lied
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
1 2br, apts near
:
. 1_01
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1 2 3 apts 753-125
or 753-0606
1 2 & 384aptsavailable Please call 7538221
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
•28R 1 Bath apt kt
appliances vied $425
•113R ' 1 bath with
study w iJ $350
753-7559
IBA apt available all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty 7534444

1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR 4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 large 2 bedroom 2
bath duplex apartments with garage
Deer
new
nearly
Meadow Subdivision
270-853-4496

R.

IBA. $-290 209
S 11th St 3 br 1 bath901 Sunny Lane $450
753-3415
2BR. central gas heat
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE 759
4118
EXTRA nice large 2BR.
2 bath apartment
Carport, recently built.
all appliances, $595
with one year lease
'59-3772

3BR brick Sunroom
wird hookup, outside
storage. No pets. 7536931. 293-6070

1-285 acres Owne
available
financing
270)489-2116 leave
message

3BR, 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision Available
$695
immediately.
month (270)435-4602.
293-4602

FOUR bedroom apartment, one bedroom
apartment, two efficiencies all under one roof
South of university 11/2 blocks 1-312-8610942 Make an offer

upgraded,
NEWLY
charming 28R. IBA
lakefront house in
Shores.
Panorama
C/H/A
w/d,
plus
$400/month
Available
deposit.
immediately (310)567References
9321
required.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR apartment Has cable TV
and 5 premium channels. high speed Internet and all utilities
included except for
phone $320 a month
deposit
$200
References Park within 5 feet of door No
pets 227-0406 or 7611402
SMALL 1BR, no pe,
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2tir.
2 bath, garage. C/H A
Alt appliances 1 year
lease t month deposit.
no pets 753-2905
MSU'
TO
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$275,fmo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
270-753$125,000.
4109. 270-227-1545

IN Hazel. 4BR. 2BA
with large garage.
Available now, $650
month 1st. last & security required (270)4928108

RESERVE A SPACE IN THE FALL
SERVICE DIRECTORY TODAY!
One spot includes the business
name and phone number. The
directory will run on Mondays,
Wednesdays,& Saturdays in the
Murray Ledger & Times, and The
Shopping Guide on Wednesday.

MELROSE Drive, city
schools, 3BR. 2-bath,
Bnck, Central A/C. 2
car garage, big fenced
in backyard, redecorated Owner (954) 3451495

CLEAN room for ren
wrtuti house privileges
64 Big Screen TV,*ed.
surround sound color
TV in room Oft street
parking. 759-1225
houses For Red
1BR in Hardin $350 a
month plus deposit No
pets 767-0508 or 22E9081
2 bedroom 1 bath
duplex Central HA
nice neighborhood 2
miles from campus
Stove, refrigerator. vied
hookup $425 a month
Lease & deposit 270442-1290 or 270-5194831
28R. IBA -storage
building 571 Kirksey
Highway. Highway 299
S375 a month .plus
pets
deposit • No
References required
(270)898-2340
(270)994-3883
2BR. C/H/A. in country
with storage building
No pets. $375 plus
deposit. 437-4386

Used Trucks

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

STORAGI
RENTALS
•Rovis •RVS •114..
1i2ti South 3rd
I ill SITED
MURK Al, Kl 42071
77l 753-4763

n

nmercial Prop. For San

Santee 011srsti
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work

farm. 33R.3BA.
8 stall barn with
attached indoor
arena. Nlust see!
(270489-2195

FOR Sale By Owner
Website
www homesbyowner c
om/arturray
HOUSES for sale in
newly developed subdivision Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it
at
start
Houses
$70.000 for 1.200
square feet Pay after
(3
completion
months). Brian 9781323.

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 700.
1,.000, 1.200 sq.ft
in
Available
Phone
September
753-1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. tt
restrooms,
CrG/H,
parking,
of
plenty
excellent location near
ludicial building 404 N
4th St complex 759'37.72
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres -Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup. steel hoist
beam, great lighting
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595
380
Pats i Supplies
AQUARIUMS tor sale
220 150 75 and 20
gallon all with equipment 293-7917 498E1702
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
Female Boxer puppy.
Fawn with Black mask
5300 00 767-0143
227-5166
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915

fl Crtissticld Estates.
Brick healli
Corner lot. three car garage. 3+ bed8 cows 3 with calves
all breed back excep
rooms/3 baths. spacious utility room
all S6.750 436
one.
relaxafternoon
And Florida room for
2007
t_ rpet and paint makes for a
lig l_Newca
GUARTER --hers44-4 Bring- your- saddle. been cut, hasready o move iii
n t been ndden in 3
*hristmas tree or Thanksgiving turkey.
years. 5850 489-2413.
p.m.
(*all 436-2X65 after 630

WE SERVICE

NEW 4,200 sq tl home
near Murray Picture
views 10 acre farm.
streams S168 000,by
owner 270-767-0958
270-519-8570
QUAINT two bedroom
brick, large living room,
dining room, all with
floors
hardwood
Central heat and air 1312-861-0942 Make
an offer
RANCH Style House &
105 acres. 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
shed.
equipment
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992
SPACIOUS 4-BR
2 1/2 BATH
Screened porch.
unbelievable storage
1 acre lot near town
36548 metal
outbuilding

753-1040 293-9842

2005 Haney Davidson
Lector Glide $4.200
worth of extra chrome.
blue & silver, 500 miles
Paid $24.000. sell for
$21.000 293-1231
2004 Yamaha Rhino
660 Low hrs, original
tires & wheels, aluminum wheels, top.
winch $7,200 Call
after 5. 227-2121
Sportster
HD
'03
100th
XL1200
Anniversary. Vance &
Hines pipes, chrome
extras. 7.400 moles
59.500. (270)748-7332
2002 Yamaha Blaster
Black and white 200cc
two stroke. $1,500
759-1007. 227-0751

- 2002 Ford Explore
XLS Great condition,
121,xxx moles. 57.500
080 Must sell 7639260 293-3697

All Motor Applianfes
and Most Motor Brands

Services Mired

WARD-ELKINS

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering,
landscaping. plumbing
-FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icroberlson @ wk.net

A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning. Cleaning out
sheds. junk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Complete
Service
removal, tnmming. etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

3 bedroom. 1 bath brick
home in quiet city
neighborhood.
Immediate possession
753-7629
$84.000
after 4 OOPM

PARIS TN Best locatidn. court square, west
side 2 story. 2 500
floor
per
sq ft
(270)489-2116 leave
message

Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

492-8688 ROOF
REPAAS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters

18 acre horse

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

1998 Glastron GS-249
cruiser Low hours.
Great protect boat at a
great price Blue book's
First
$18K
over
it
takes
$10,000
(27()436-5998

12 wooded acres in
County.
Calloway
sell
says
Owner
Mill
Red
$35,000
Realty 270-924-4112

Storage Rentals

The cost is $20 per week or $80 per month.
Deadline is Friday at II AM. No refunds for early
cancellation. Offer ends 11/30/05

99 Dodge Ram pickup
White with topper Low
mileage. nice $6,500
293-9970
pickup
72 Chevy
aircab, tilt
S W.B
wheel. Must sell 7595888

WATERFRONT property! KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79,9001
Ideal location! New to
market Won't last' Call
owner 270-924-4328

2BR,
SMALL
Panorama. $260/mo
deposit 978-0742

994-5928

99 Ford Windstar
blue, 7-passenger, dual
sliding doors. $5,000
Call 753-1184 after
5PM.

Lae Prepay

Commerical Prop For Rent

FOR SALE

it.KERIgif

753-3853

Agertmants For Rio
TO
REPOS
20
CHOOSE FROM, SINGLES & DOUBLESH:
Come pick out yours
today,, 731-584-9430

ilkutumn Leaves

AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing
carpentry. decks.
ceramic & floor tiles
etc New. remodel 3'
experience
years
Prompt, dependable
estimates.
Free
(270)753-9210 anytime .

Tree
AFFORDABLE
Service. Topping, tree
removal, and clean-up
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment
270-247-2442. 270970-2322
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches, decks, sir rooms, vinyl siding
mobile home repair,
sagging floors. termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Cert Med septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
*Driveways
*Insured
753-9503. 978-0343

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 WARS Exrativiicr.
1270) 226-9398
1270)4924191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOAT1NG

ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
Brakes, Tune-ups and
tenance. Major.
manor engine repast,
Trans service
Welding
Os

4119-15157
AUTRY
ROOFING
ROBY AUTRY
• -1,

'CAIMAR

On the Square Munav
(270)753-1713
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
Siding & Fencing "Mobile Homes
.Vinyl
*Brick *All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
-We Use Hot Water "Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

Calloway
Trash Service
•LOWEST PRICE
II RELIABLE
IN RATES AS LOW AS
$15/M0

covElING

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation

761-3740 293-4045

LOVABLE kittens free
to good home 9701081

Check us out
on the Web!

• 753-7728
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438
D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802

USW
PAIN 1.1M;
QiiiIiIs ‘‘ork
Fret. eqiniale%

226-0505
ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodel/
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
wi 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839

for es.
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Monday, Nov. 21, 2005:
**
Though everyone likes to
and
clout
You firid.that you have
please others, there are times
luck this year. However, don't
when you cannot win for losing.
think that you won't encounter Today is one of them. Your best
some negatives. People could be bet is to close your door and
bold and blunt with you. But that detach. Consider why people are
won't stop you in the least. You doing what they are doing. Why
are a powerhouse on a mission. are you reacting? Tonight: Early
Some might be envious of you; to bed.
others might be challenged. Just LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
do your thiug. You are entering a **** Investigate different
and ways of hannew luck cycle this year. If you styles, ideas You don't have to
dling problems.
are single, the question is not decide which way you are going;
whether you will have a relation- you are simply gathering facts.
ship, but whom you will choose. Someone could be touchy and
If you are attached,listen to your grumpy, if he or she feels slightly
partner and agree to disagree off in any way. Tonight: Find your
more often. Acceptance is the friends.
first step in enhancing your SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
bond. LEO tosses you into the *** Sometimes you want to
walk away from a certain difficult
limelight.

Hall's Waste
Management
•1‹,,d1

• ALTO

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

•!mall!, ON tied/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
(awn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No lob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

LEAF
REMOVAL
759-1289

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You certainly wake up on
the right side of the bed, even if it
is Monday! You might leap out of
your cozy nest, with So much to
do. Though we do not doubt the
complexity of your day. you might
be making yourself a little crazy
by overthinking things. Tonight:
Do something light.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** No, no one is working
against you. What is happening
is that many people have their
own style and ideas. Ask questions and be efficient in whatever
you dip into. Your temper comes
out when you feel bullied.
Tonight: Do what you want.

GEMINI(May 21-JUne 20)
**** You move quickly, but
you don't have to charge ahead.

Yes, you have a lot to do, and of
any sign. you are capable of succeeding. Just worry less and
Leaf mulching &
start moving. Once more, be
removal. shrub &
careful with spending. Tonight:
tree trimming
Visit with a friend.
Call 753-1816
(June 21-July 22)
CANCER
227-0611
or
*** Even though a risk seems
very tempting. be careful with
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired drains your money. The bad news is,
cleared plumbing fix- this risk could backfire. Rather
or than get distracted, do exactly
repaired
tures
what you need to do. Think posii270)9711
installed
tively. Money doesn't grow on
0133
trees. Tonight. Gather your bills.
METAL OF MURRAY LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** With the Moon in your
sign, it's like you have an entire.
you.
behind
football team
Omar:
Remember, though, to direct
Gess Memdield
your energy property. A boss or
authonty figure could get to you.
Detach and think. Tonight: The
l'‘kkt 14
Lion roars. if he or she so choosI \I s \

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

associate, but you can't. What
you can do is assume your natural leadership role and take
charge. What happens will be
more to your liking. Tonight: Push
till the wee hours.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec,
21)
**** Look for diversity and different types of ideas. Keep your
head out of the clouds, and don't
get into petty matters. Be logical
and empathetic simultaneously.
Remember, even you have limited energy. Tonight: Start thinking
about the holidays and those at a
distance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Work with others, and
you'll gain. You can't always be
the head honcho. Your creativity
flows, especially when you hit a
roadblock. You might also
choose to bypass a difficult person. Tonight: A quality talk.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others run with the
ball. Stopping them is impossible, so be the ethereal Aquanus
and enjoy your life and do your
thing. Ideas come through discussions with friends. A family
member might want to rearrange
the furniture. Tonight: Just go
with the flow.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You need to ignore what is
going on with others, though it
might be difficult with them in
your face. You have energy and
drive. Concentrate on what you
must. Being fatigued or overyou.
stop
could
whelmed
Tonight: Find your favorite spot.

V' Continuous
Gutter, Reda.
& Metal Rodin

BORN TODAY

0716 2=4M

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIinebigar.com.

Singer Loma Luft (1952), actress
Goldie Hawn (1945), actress
Marto Thomas (1938)

awfd.

1..erktr

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system. grave
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Tnmrning
Other Services
227-8575

•Ort -

ZVt2-11. 4.40.2•1111•1
- I rim Aint

I rmckhor

$100 OFF

k•te.vil
Ix •r• i•For teem.

PRECISE
• lied.,Contractors
NW* COnstruct.n

'Your Choice Auto'

remodels corKrear
replacannent vondows,
dicta, metal and Wang*
roots and more

Collision Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
-luality for $100 off each year
up to $500 total

270-2934M
WILL clean cut gutters
761-1262

I.

Thurmond
INSURANCE

INVESTMENTS

12TH & OLIVE, MURRAY, KY

Call for Info: 762.1030

m

a
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LookingBack
10 years ago

meeting of the Murray Jaycees
held at Triangle Restaurant
50 years ago
The city of Murray is now in
the gas business, according to City
Attorney Na! Ryan Hughes. He said
that the Federal Power Commission had made a gas allocation
for Murray at a meeting of the
Murray City Council.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Neil C. Demaree, Nov. 15. and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John A. Warner, Nov.
16.

Published is a picture of Murray State University football kicker Chris Dill, senior from Murray. autographing a football for a
young fan at Racer Appreciation
Rally held today at MSU Curris
Center.
Births reported include a girl
to J. Buckley and Barbara Walker, Oct. 16.

DEAR ABBY: While vacationing at a resort last month. I
ran into the brother of a girl I
went to school with. I hadn't
seen "Sean" or his sister
"Meghan" for several years, so I
asked how
was
he
doing, and
20 years ago
prothen
Published is a picture of Will
ceeded to
Ed Clark, general manager of
ask
about
Western Dark Fired Tobacco GrowMeghan.
ago
years
60
methexplaining
ers Association,
face
His
The Taxi 138 for 32 years in
ods of marketing half damaged
turned pale
the hands of Burnett Waterfield
and sun burned tobacco at a forum
who has furnished transportation
and he said,
held at Growers Loose Leaf Floor,
through two wars changed hands
"She's
Murray.
Abby
Dear
this week with Li. Hill and VerMel Purcell of Murray was
dead."
non Cohoon as the new owners.
one of 10 Kentucky netters honhad
I
Abigail
By
B.
John
J. Ottis Patton and
ored at a banquet as the Kenheard
never
Buren
Van
Watson are new owners of Main
tucky Tennis Association inductthat Meghan
Street Motors,located on East Main
ed all 10 into the Kentucky Tenwas mortiI
away.
passed
has
by
owned
formerly
and
Street.
nis Hall of Fame at Louisville.
fied. I had no idea what to do
Talmon Winchester and Lowry
30 years ago
next. I mumbled a clumsy "I'm
Parker. Main Street Motors has
For the first time in he 49the dealership for Pontiac cars.
sorry," and he continued to give
year history of the Murray ChamPublished is a picture. of the
me a withering stare. I have
ber of Commerce, a woman, MarMurray High School Band and
garet Trevathan. librarian for Calsince learned that his sister died
Girls Chorus rehearsing for the
loway Public Library, was named
of a drug overdose, and that's
annual "turkey" football game with
"Person of the Year- by the local
why it wasn't mentioned in the
Paris, Tenn., on Nov. 22. Mary
organization. She is pictured with
newspaper.
of
directui
is
Roberts
Elizabeth
chairman
Walter Apperson, vice
How should I handle this
music at Murray High School.
of the chamber, who made the
when I see Sean. again'? It is
Births reported include a girl
presentation at the annual baninevitable that we'll cross paths
to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bell,
quet in a photo by Staff PhotogMrs.
and
Mr.
to
again, and I feel guilty for
boy
a
3;
Nov.
rapher David Hill.
Melton Ray, Nov. 8; a boy to
bringing up his sister as it
40 years ago
Pvt. and Mrs. Hook, Nov. I r; a
caused him such obvious pain. I
Murray Mini4erial Association
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carrot Ferwill host the annual union servdon't want to ignore him.. but I
guson, Nov. 13; a boy to Mr. and
ice of Thanksgiving to 'be held
really don't know what to say.
Mrs. E.L. Steffy, Nov. 14."
Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m. at First
Have you any advice for me'? -WildSchool
High
Grove
Lynn
Christian Church. Bill Powell,
MORTIFIED IN MAINE
cats won over New Concord Redexecutive director of Paducah SunDEAR MORTIFIED: Don't
birds in a basketball game. High
Democrat, will be the'speaker.
until you see the man.
wait
Lynn
for
Pogue
were
scorers
team
speech
Faries,
J.
Clyde
Dr.
him a short note telling
RatWrite
and
Winchester
J.
and
Grove
professor at Murray State Colhim again how shocked and
terree for New Concord.
lege. was speaker at the dinner

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Nov. 19,
the 323rd day of 2005. There are
42 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 19, 1863, President
Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg
Address as he dedicated a national cemetery at the site of the Civil
War battlefield in Pennsylvania.
On this date:
In 1794. the United States and
Britain signed Jay's Treaty. which

0144ATS THAT 5OPPOSEO To 6E?

resolved some issues left over
from the Revolutionary War.
In 1831, the 20th president of
the United States, James Garfield,
was born in Orange, Ohio.
In 1905. 100 years ago, bandleader Tommy Dorsey was born
in. Shenandoah, Pa.
In 1919, the Senate rejected
the Treaty of Versailles by a vote
of 55 in favor. 39 against, short
of the two-thirds majority needed
for ratification.

The case of the
sleeping husband

Old friend hearing bad news
regrets her loss for words
sorry you were to hear of his
sister's death. Mention that it
was obvious your question
blindsided him and caused him
pain. Let him know that wasn't
your intention when you asked
it. Then, when you see him
again, the subject will have
already been dealt with. Please
don't feel guilty. because. you
did nothing wrong.

Mot! zoes
tapNG METNNK!

5t.15T PAPER ;410
SOW CIZA`4061 NAAF.04
ITS UP TD `100 ID ("RAPE

IF IT liteAt4S

El1_0NI ID I EC)

soy, rwts Howsukto )111

EXCuSE ME,

SECuRiTY sTuFF Is 7
STARTING TO GET )
OUT OF HANO

MAY WE SEE
A MEN"'

is an inherited defect in certain
of the body's enzymes. causing
either extreme sensitiv ay to light

are normal.
somehut
can't
thing
he. Do you
have any' suggestions?

odic attacks of abdominal pain.
disordered digestion, paralysis.
hypertension, respiratory failure
and others.
In most cases, porphyria is
diagnosed by a special analysis

DEAR
READER:

of the urine, blood - testing may
•
be necessary.
The treatment includes avoidance of alcohol and other drugs
that may worsen symptoms, prompt
therapy for infections, transfusions.
surgery to remove the spleen, and
other techniques.
Although patients with this disorder cannot be cured, much can
be done to prevent attacks and
relieve symptoms. Patients with
porphyria should he under the care
u isgtasstroenterologists or hematolof'

••-•

DEAR ABBY: I have new
neighbors who insist on feeding
my dog, "Sadie," even though I
have asked them repeatedly not
to. Sadie has food allergies. not
to mention the impact this has
had on her training. Sadie gets
treats only for doing what she is
told to do.
What can I do to make them
stop feeding my dog (other than
moving)? A large fence is not
permitted where we live. -DOG-TIRED IN IRVINE,
CALIF
DEAR DOG-TIRED: There
is no way to force your neighbors to stop feeding your dog.
However, I do have some suggestions.
First, do not allow your dog
to go near the neighbors' unless
she is on a leash. That way you
are in control. Second, contact a
dog trainer and learn how to
train Sadie not to accept food
from strangers without your
permission. (It could save her
from being poisoned one day.)
Third, because large fences are
restricted in your neighborhood,
consider installing an electronic
fence. It works with a sensor in
your dog's collar, and will discourage Sadie from leaving
your property by giving her a
In 1942, during World War II,
mild shock if she crosses from
Russian forces launched their winyour yard into your neighbors'.
ter offensive against the Germans

along the Don front.
In 1949. Monaco held a coronation for its new ruler. Prince
Rainier III, six months after he
succeeded his grandfather, Prince
Louis II.
In 1969. Apollo 12 astronauts
Charles Conrad and Alan Bean
made man's second landing on
the moon.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 82year-old husband sleeps all the
time. He will get up for breakfast, hut sleep in his chair until
and
lunch
again
then
until dinner.
Blood tests

DEAR ABBY: How long
should people be expected to
keep school memorabilia, baby
albums, childhood scrapbooks,
etc? My husband and I recently
moved to a smaller home and
down-sized our belongings.
disposed of almost all of the
memorabilia. None of it had
been looked at in at least 35
years.
There are no albums of my
husband. They could still be at
his parents' house fi- or maybe
there are none.
• My- mother is so angry over
this she's ready to disown me.
Why would I keep those things,
since I have no one to pass them
on to and they are just taking up
room? Your opinion, please.'-CINCINNATI-READER
READER:
DEAR
Obviously, the items you threw
away had sentimental value to
someone -it your mother.
Because there were presumably
pictures of other relatives in
those albums, it would have
been a kindness to have offered
them to those relatives -fi
including your mother -fi rather
than just throwing them away.

Dr. Gott
By
Peter Gbh

of acne damage

In the first instance, sun-damaged skin is paramount. whereas
in the vs-cond. more Sefitnis s!.01(5
toms appear. These include pen

For a variety
of reasons.
elderly' pro-

ple may not
sleep soundly' during the night. Consequently, like babies, they may have to
Dr.

catch up on their sleep during the
day.
In my opinion, your husband

should see a neurologist to make
sure that a nerve disorder, such
as mild dementia, is not causing
his abnormal sleep pattern.
Also. you should investigate
the possibility that he is just plain
bored — and is sleeping literally to pass the time away'.
To test this hypothesis (while
you're waiting for the neurologist's appointment), try to stimulate him more during the day. Go
for walks. Take him shopping at
the mall. Get him interested in a
hobby or other creative activity.
Take him on a vacation — anything to get him out of his favorite
chair after meals.
Remember, too, that all of us
tend to become sleepy after a big
meal, so try cutting back on his
portions, especially if he's overweight.
DEAR

DR. GOTT:

My

nephew has been diagnosed with
porphyria. What is it?
DEAR READER: Porphyria

DEAR LIR. GOTT: I'm a 22year-old female. In the past year.
I've noticed a weight gain, stretch
marks on my bottom, and cellulite on My upper thighs. There's
a new cream on the market that
is supposed to get rid of cellulite.
Do you think it really works, or
is it a gimmick that sounds -too
good to be true? Please rush your
answer. I'm getting heavy.
DEAR READER: Creams that
are purported to reduce fat ("cellulite") are a gimmick. You'd do
better to follow a sensible, weightgaiinr. diet, such as no flour.
n()uscutt
red
Oh. and get more exercise. too.

Doctor Gott is a practicing
physician and the author of the
new book "Live Longer, Live Better: Taking Care of Your Health"
Books.
Uri er
www.quilldriverbooks.com 1.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH* I0 96
V9 73
•A.197
• •A Q 4
EAST
. WEST
•7 5 3
•A Q 2

V.1 10 6 5 2
•Q 104

V K 84
•8 5 2

+109 6 3
SOUTH
•K J 84
VA Q
•K 15 3
dlIK 8 5 2
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
All Pass
3 NT
Pass
1 NT
Opening lead - five of hearts.
+J7

Evaluating hands by utilizing
point count has greatly improved the
accuracy-of-bidding. tronieally,the
use of point count has also greatly'
improved defensive play.
Consider this deal where West led
the five of hearts and, after his partner's king was taken by South's ace.

was able to quickly appraise the
entire defensive position. West could
see 21 points between his own hand
and dummy, leaving only 19 points
for East and South. Since East had
produced the king of hearts at trick
one, it followed that South had to

have all the missing high cards for
his opening notrump hid.
West could also see that, bv taking
a diamond finesse, declarer would
surely make at least nine tricks consisting of four diamonds, three clubs
and two hearts. But since South did
not know that the diamond finesse, if
attempted. would succeed, it was up
to West to try to dissuade him from
taking it.
Fortunately for West, declarer
had an attractive alternative method
of play' available to him. At trick two.
South crossed to dummy with a club.
led the ten of spades and finessed.
But instead of winning with the
queen; West took the trick with the
ace! lie then returned the heart Jack
to South's queen.
Declarer naturally assumed that
East had the spade queen and therefore saw no reason to risk a diamond
finesse, which, if it lost, could cost
--him the contract—So he-crossed to
dummy with a second club, led the
spade nine and let it ride. One can
only imagine declarer's shock when
West produced the queen and cashed
three heart tricks to put the contract
down one.
Observe that if West had won the
first spade with the queen. declarer
almost surely would have abandoned
the suit in favor of diamonds, and
nine tricks would have come rolling
home.
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I AND --rk °Nes ON my raze- 1.46rid FROM MOVING-.
HEAD ARE HIDDEN by my
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Hey, APRIL...How COME
yotitz HAIR
SOLGES our
EVERY
rime. you

e,ANGs

RAISE

yoot2
EmE8RONS7

3

IR IFILDE0
QUE5TION:
15 EVERYTHING BETTER
WITH MELTED CHEESE
ON IT?

ANSWER

I HAVE A MISSING
SWEATSOCK

0

SOD

OKAY, RERUN LET'S WORK
ON OUR COUNTING AGAIN .

C

DOWN
1 Paddock
youngster
2 Honda rival
3 Carpe —
4 Displease
5 Electrical units
6 Hera's son
7 Careless
8 Full of pep '
9 Riviera
summer
10 Goiter's peg
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22 Panel truck
23 Sight for a
psychic
24 Degree holder
25 Stately trees
26 Glowing
ember
27 Non-soap

Rest of KY/TN
1Pursca Btu t14.1111 &
—$66.50
3 mo.
$83.00
6 mo.
$116.00
I yr.

Other Mail
Subscriptions
$71 SO
3 mo..
$88.00
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Money Order
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Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & 'Braes
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KT 42071

Or call iZal 753-1916
jj/14/35

i

1
Local Mail
.Graves & Vtanhall•
trallo..1)
$26.50
3 mo.
6 mo.,,,....,,.....,$53.00
$91.00
1 }r.

0101P

28 Clever ruse
29 Promise
to pay
32 Ouch,
33 Roosters
crest
35 instant lawn
36 Gravy morsel
38 Unpleasant
glances
39 Mouse
cousins
41 Toupees
slangily
42 Gurtanst
— Ciapton
43 Go horseback
44 Fair (hyph )
45 Recolor
46 Above
in verse
47 Turn sharply
48 Gym dance

$98.00

I

11-19 ei 2005 United Feature Syndicate inc
11 Rock band
need
19 Zebras
to lions
20 Term
of endearment
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Opera
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1\1 L.P

1 Novelty
4 Face shape
8 Catherine — Jones
12 Si. to Maurice
13 lown meetings
14 Bug-ticket —
15 Citrus cooler
16 Work a muscle
17 Quick look
18 Rock clingers
20 Engine meas.
21 Hosp workers
22 Ocean crossing
26 Like Batman
29 Scottish
for John
30 Web site
31 Greasy
32 Not hither
33 Overstuff
34 Uproar
35 — wester
36 Incites
37 Hide out
wds )
39 Rebus energy

Cops' quarnes
Catnap
Nut shell
Where
lpanema is
50 Single earth
orbit
51 Type of arch
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concerns
53 Work units
54 Library sound
55 Corporate exec
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UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

Racer Hoops

Side stories bring
intri ue to o ener

AP Photo

Louisville coach Rick Pitino shouts instructions to his
team during an exhibition game against Bellarmine
Tuesday, Nov. 2 at Freedom Hall in Louisville, Ky. The
Cardinals will take on Tennessee-Martin today.

Pitino 'uptight' about
Louisville season opener
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)Rick Pitino searched Friday for
the right word to describe' his
concerns about Louisville's basketball season opener against
Tennessee-Martin.
"I've been coaching 32 years
now," said Pitino, who's entering his fifth season as the
Cardinals' coach. "This is the
most uptight I've been about an
opener."
On paper, No. 7 Louisville.
corning off a 33-5 season in
which it reached the Final Pour,
should be a prohibitive favorite
Saturday against the Skyhawks
of the Ohio Valley Conference,
who finished 6-21 and didn't
even qualify for their league
tournament.
But Pitino cites several reasons to be concerned. The
Cardinals, he noted, didn't
exactly look overwhelming in a
70-63 exhibition win over
NCAA Division II Bellarmine
(Ky.) on Nov. 2.
Louisville also will be starting two freshmen, forwards
Terrence Williams and Brian
Johnson, and will be without
starting center David Padgett.
who sprained a ligament in his
left knee during a Nov. l2
scrimmage. Pitino said Padgett,
who sat out last season after
Kansas,
transferring from
should be back in time for the
Cardinals' next regular-season
game, against Prairie View
A&M on Dec. 3.
"When we get Padgett back.
everything changes, drastically,"
Pitino said of his team's fortunes.
But the Cardinals have
received one piece of good
news: Forward Juan Palacios,
who suffered major ligament
damage in his right foot during a
pickup game in July, returned to
practice earlier this week and
should start Saturday.
The 6-foot-8 sophomore, one
of two full-tithe starters returning for the Cardinals from last
season, averaged 9.7 points and

Louisville vs. UT-Martin
Dalic Today.
Nee: 1107 p.m_
CST.
Mr Freedom Hall,
11111 +II I I
Louisville, Ky
Series record: First
meeting
Bret
Coadttes:
Campbell (65-103,
seventh season.
65-103. seventh
season overall),
Tennessee-Martin,
Rick Puma (97-35.
filth season: 449159. 20th season overall). Louisville
in
WHAS-TV
Louisvflle. with An Wolfe. Bob Valvano
Radio
and Robbie Valentine. Skyhawk
Network, with Tom Britt and Chris
Brinkley; WHAS Radio (AM 840) in
Louisville, with Paul Rogers and Doug
Ormay.
Probable darling ilmopc
Tossessiass-/Asdis 16-21 hist .ssasomil: FCleve Woodford; 12.0 ppg, 4.0 rpg: FWill Lewis, 74 ppg, 5_8 rpg; C-Jason
Thompson. 68 ppg. 4.6 nog G-Jared
Newson, 15.4 ppg, 6.8 rpg; G-Jeremy
Kelly. 13.8 ppg. 4 1 rpg.
Louisville (33-5 Wit sissesi: F-Terrence
Wrthams (freshman): F-Juan Palacios,
97 ppg. 65 rpg; F-Bnan Johnson
(freshman); G-Taquan Dean, 14 1 ppg,
3.5 rpg, G-Brandon Jenkins. 52 ppg.
2.2 rpg.

I

6.5 rebounds per game as a
freshman.
"He's so much better than
everybody else that we need to
have him on the court," Pitino
said. "We're very concerned
about this game as we would be
any basketball game. We put a
team out there that we were hoping would do well against
Bellarmine. and we could have
gotten beat in that game."
Tennessee-Martin "is far
to
physically
superior
Bellarmine. Without him, it
would be very difficult. With
him, if we play well, we have a
good chance to showcase some
of our skills."
Palacios' teammates say he's
played well since returning to
practice. sometimes dominating.
"He was rebounding and diving on the floor, like he was
back to the old Palacios," junior
guard Brandon Jenkins. said.
"Nobody expected him to pla!,,
that good in those practices."

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
hit Mick Cronin and Andy
Kennedy, the story of today's 6
p.m. season opener between
Murray State and Cincinnati is
a little more complex than simply a game between two of college basketball's most tradition-rich programs.
While Cronin carries his
third Racer team back to his
hometown for the first time,
Kennedy will assume the head
chair when he coaches his first
game at the helm of the
Bearcats.
The fact that Kennedy is
even at Cincinnati because of a
decision made by Cronin adds
even more intrigue to the contest's off-the-court story.
-It's really ironic that when
Mick left here. I came to
Cincinnati. And now I'm
coaching my first game against
him,",said Kennedy, who filled
Cronin's seat as an assistant
alongside former UC head
coach Bob Huggins when
Cronin left to join Rick Pitino's
staff at Louisville in 2001. "I
owe a lot to Mick because he
was instrumental in helping me
learn the dos and don'ts of this
job (as an assistant coach at
UC)."
On the other end of the
court. Cronin admits to some
nostalgia as he returns to his
hometown and the place where
he began his collegiate coaching career. At the same time,
though, it's more of a business
trip for the MSU coach, who
has guided the Racers to a 4517 record and an Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament championship in two seasons at
Murray.
"It is my alma mater and my
hometown. You always warn to
make a good showing. but we
know it's a huge challenge for
us," said Cronin. "The emotion
of the Cincinnati game is
diminished because I've been
gone long enough that t didn't
recruit any of the guys who are

t
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When: Today
6 p in CST
Where: Fifth
Third Arena
Records: MSU
(0-0) UC (0-0)
Coschss: MSU
Mick Cronin
third year (4517). UC. Andy
Kennedy, first
year (0-0)
Radio: Froggy
103.7 FM, Neal
Bradley

currently on the roster. Plus,
Coach Huggins is not there, so
that takes something away from
it."
During the offseason, the
iconic Bearcats' head coach
was dismissed from his post by
new Cincinnati president Dr.
Nacy Zimpher for a series of
off-court incidents she deemed
detrimental to the program.
Kennedy was later promoted
to fill the vacancy, bringing
with him a style that is quite
similar to that of his former
boss - all except for on the
offensive end of the court.
The Bearcats will no doubt
fashion the rugged. physical
style of defense that was a
trademark of the Huggins era.
However, the Murray State
coaching staff is a little less
sure of UC's new offensive philosophy.
"The concern for us is what
will they do offensively," questioned Cronin. 'They might be
even more aggressive with
Coach Kennedy. They'll run
things. maybe that they didn't
run before, but I will look for
them to bring the same type of
intensity."
Once thing's for certain, the
Racers will have their hands
full with senior forward Erie
Hicks, who is one of three
starters returning from a
Bearcats' squad that finished
25-8 and advanced to the Sweet
16 of the NCAA Tournament,
where they fell to -rival
Kentucky.

Easley to
redshirt
freshman
season

The 6-foot-6, 240-pound
Hicks was UC's second-leading
Special to the Ledger
scorer a year ago at 16.5 points
Murray State head
per game while pulling down a
Cronin
Mick
coach
outrebounds
per
8.0
team-best
announced Friday that
ing.
freshman forward Tony
Finding a matchup for the
Easley will sit out the
powerful Hicks is a concern for
season as a red2005-06
Cronin.
shirt
"Eric Hicks may be the most
The extra time will
ferocious inside player in colthe 6-foot-10. 215allow
basketball." Cronin
lege
Auburn, Ala. native
pound
tell
to
claimed. "We'll be , able
to
time
develop his body
in this game about how far
and game.
we've -come as a group. If
Cronin said redshirting
we're not up the challenge from
Easley ..is the best thing to
a physical standpoint, we're
do for the player and his
going to get run out of the
program.
building.
*Tony has decided that
"We need to be a physically
redshirting this year was in
stronger team. One of the reahis best interest, and I fully
sons I scheduled this game is
support him in his decibecause that was one of our
sion," Cronin •said. "From
weaknesses last year."
an agar standpoint. Tony
Among the Bearcats' other
should be a senior in high
probable starters are senior
school, so this will get him
guard James White, who led the
in the right class, as well as
team in scoring last season 'give him a chance to earn
(17.0 ppg.). and sv.ingman'
his B.A. and masters from
Amrmein Kirkland, a 6-8 senMurray State."
ior who averaged 12.0. 4.5
Easley signed with the
rebounds and 4.0 assists a game
Racers a year ago out of
in 2004-05.
Auburn High School, the
The Racers will likely
same school that produced
counter with forwards Shawn
former Racer great Aubrey
Witherspoon and Justin Orr,
Reese.
center Pearson Griffith and the
Easley led his team
guard duo of Keith Jenifer and
from Auburn to an
Trey Pearson.
Alabama Class 6A state
The' preseason play of
championship and a 30-7
Pearson, Murray's top returnrecord last spring. He set
ing scorer (14.5 ppg.), was a
an AHS single-season
concern for Cronin after watch
record with 142 blocks
ing the Preseason OVC Player
(3.8 per game). He also
of the Year shoot just 5-of-18
averaged 10 points and
from the floor in two exhibition
nine rebounds per game.
games.
Cronin is excited about
Easley's future at Murray
However. Kennedy expects
State.
Pearson, as well as the other
"Tony is a big part of
MSU players, will be ready to
our future, and this will
go come game time.
ensure he has time to
"Mick has done a great job
develop his full potential
with that program," Kennedy
as a player," Cronin said.
noted. "I-le understands Bearcat
"'Were ail happy that well
basketball, so you can bet that
have someone like Tony
he'll have his team prepared.
around for an extra seaAll of those things combined
-witt-create a tremendous chal- son."
lenge for our ballclub."

Lady Racers look forward to home edge
Special to.the Ledger
For the first time in school history. the
Murray State Lady Racers will open their
season with three consecutive non-tournament home games, beginning today at
7:30 p.m. against Ball
State in the Regional
Special Events Center.
The Lady Racers
have added some new
talent to an already
strong core of returning talent, as eight
newcomers join six
returnees this season.
"We are very excitFelton
ed to open at home in
front of our [ans.- said MSU head coach
Joi Felton. "It gives our kids some extra
energy. I hope to have a good group of
fans come out and support us. We will do
our best to make it exciting."
Murray State won at Ball State 87-76
last season behind 29 points from Rebecca
Remington and 25 from junior Ashley

Brooke Hayes. who hit seven of 14 3-point
attempts in the contest.
Just as the Lady Racers lost All-Ohio
Valley Conference player Remington to
graduation. so. too, do the Cardinals come
in without Kodak/WBCA All-American.
Kate Endress. who was also named
Indiana's NCAA Woman of the Year. •
Endress averaged 18.5 points and 6.3
rebounds per game last season, but Felton
knows that Ball State was not a one-player team.
"They did lose their top scorer, but
they've got very good returning players,"
she said. "This game will give them a
chance to shine. They will will be very
hungry to get a win here at Murray State."
Ball State (16-13 last season, 11-5
MAC)returns Tina Bolte (11.2 points, 2.7
assists per game) and Kelsey Corbin (8.3
ppg, 4.6 rebounds per game, 3.7 apg)to its
fold. Also returning are the top scorers
from the last meeting. Raechelle Hampton
(7.0 ppg, 4.8 rpg) and Krista Stewart (4.5
ppg, 3.1 rpg), Who each scored 15 points
against MSU last year. Stewart also had

eight rebounds in that game.
Becca Bajorek. who pulled down nine
boards against the Lady Racers last year.
also returns, averaging 4.8 rebounds per
game last season and shooting 50.4 percent from the field.
Murray State returns Hayes. who led
the nation in 3-point baskets over a sixweek stretch last season. She averaged
10.3 points per game last season and hit 36
percent of her shots behind the arc. averaging 2.4 threes per contest.
The Lady Racers also boast returning
guard Shaleea Petty, who led the league
with 4.3 assists per game and was second
in the OVC with a 1.49 assist-to-turnover
ratio and was 10th in the conference with
1.7 steals per game.
Among MSU's talented newcomers are
Amber and Paige Guffey. twin sisters who
are ranked in almost every Career category
among Kentucky high schools, setting the
record for most career points scored by
any tandem of players on the same team at
5,736 points.

Will third time be the charm for Dawgs?
Georgia 'lucky' to get
third chance at SEC
championship game
ATHENS. Ga. (AP)- The
Georgia Bulldogs realize how
fortunate they are.
Downright lucky. for that
matter.
It's not often that a team will
get not one, not two, but three
chances to clinch a spot in the
Southeastern Conference championship game from the highly
competitive Eastern Division.
"We're so thankful." defensive end Quentin Moses said.
"We know we're lucky to be put
in this situation. Now, we've got
to make the best of ii'The No. 14 Bulldogs (7-2, 52 SEC) were unbeaten three
weeks ago, still a part of the

national championship mix and
poised to clinch the East. That
all ended. with a 14-10 loss to
perennial nemesis Florida.
After an off week. Georgia
caught a huge break when South
Carolina knocked off the Gators.
The Bulldogs couldn't take
advantage, losing a 31-30 heartbreaker to Auburn later than
night on a last-second field goal.
Will the third time be the
charm?
It should be. Georgia hosts
Kentucky (3-6, 2-4) on
Saturday. trying again to earn a
berth in the Dec. 3 championship game against a program
that has lost eight straight to the
Bulldogs. Then again, there's a
bit of nervousness _ around
Athens that a once-promising
season could he on the verge of
falling apart.

"We started out too good, we
worked too hard to let this season slip away," Moses said.
"We've got to finish strong and
still try to make it a good year."The normal powers in the
East haven't stepped up to challenge the Bulldogs this season.
The Urban Meyer era got off
to a rocky start at Florida, which
managed to heat Georgia (when
Bulldogs quarterback D.J.
Shockley was out with an
injury) but lost three other SEC
games. Tennessee, the preseason
favorite in the East and expected
to be one of the nation's best
teams, is struggling just to
become bowl eligible.
In fact, if the No. 14 Bulldogs
blow another game Saturday,
Steve Spurrier and surprising
South Carolina -the division's
hottest team - would emerge

from a three-way tie in the East
to play in the title game.
For now, though. Georgia
remains in control.
"We're a lot more motivated
since we still have a chance to
clinch the East." running back
Thomas Brown said. "It would
he harder to get up if all our
dreams had been crushed."
The Bulldogs haven't had
much trouble with Kentucky
over the years. holding a commanding 46-10-2 lead in the
series, with only one loss to the
Wildcats since 1990. Since
Mark Richt took over as coach
in 2001, Georgia's average margin of victory is nearly 27
points, including a 62-17 rout
last year.
The best hope for Kentucky
is Rafael Little. the SEC's sec
II See BULLDOGS Page 2C

AP Photo

Georgia head coach Mark Richt yells to his players from
the sideline during the Bulldogs' 31-30 loss to Auburn in
Athens, Ga., Saturday. The Bulldgos will take on
Kentucky today.
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Billings resigns as SEMO football coach
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. (APi —
Southeast Missouri State head football
coach Tim Billings announced Friday
that he will resign early next year to
pursue other career opportunities.
,Billings told his team of his resignation before they left for Cookeville.
Tenn., where the Redhawks play
'Tennessee Tech on Saturday. The resig-

nation is effective Jan. 31.
In six seasons at Southeast Missouri
State, Billings' teams have had a 25-42
record. With one game remaining this
year. the Redhawks are 2-8 overall and
2-5 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"I gave it my best effort for six
years. But. I feel like it's time feir a-change in leadership with someone

new who can infuse energy in the football program and work with this great
group of young men," he said in a written statement.
The university's athletic director.
Don Kaverman, is assembling a search
committee and hopes to hire a new
football coach by mid-December, the
university said.

Blue Devils at the top of both basketball polls
DURHAM, N.C. IAP) —
Gail Goestenkors couldn't avoid
it. When she arrived at Duke as
the women's basketball coach in
1992, she had to walk by the
same gla.ss case each time she
went to her office.
Inside. sat a national champi,onship trophy won by the men's
program.
"We had a model right there
for what could be done."
Goestenkors said. "I had to pass
that crystal ball. so it was highly
motivating every single day.Something sure worked.
Goestenkors has led the Blue
Devils to their first trips to the
Sweet 16. Elite Fight, Final
Four and NCAA championship
_game.
Of course, her counterpart
with the men's team has continued to do pretty. well., too.
Mike Krzyzewski has won
three NCAA titles and 10 regular-season
Atlantic
Coast
Conference titles in 45 years
with the Blue Devils. Last season, he became the 19th coach
in Division I history to reach
700 victories.
Now. Coach K and Coach G
share one inure milestone.
Earlier this month, Duke
became kink the second school

1111 Bulldogs..

to have the No. 1 teams in both
the men's and women's preseason polls.
Connecticut did it twice, in
1999 and 2003.
"It's really nice to have an
elite program for men and
women, and there's just a camaraderie here between both of
them.- Goestenkors said. -Other
than that. I don't think either one
of us is paying too much attention to rankings."
Krzyzewski Sure isn't. As he
often says. he only thinks about
Winning championships, and he
and the Blue Devils have a good
chance to add more this season.
After squeezing a 27-6 record
out of a team with only eight
recruited players a year ago.
Coach K plans to make the most
of a full roster.
Guard J.J. Redick and center
SheWen Williams made up 40
percent of the preseason AllAmerica team, and they are
joined by fellow seniors Sean
Dockery and Lee Melchionni.
"We haven't had seniors like
this for a long time.Krzyzewski said. "1 am relying
more on them and actually trying to teach them to teach. Over
the years. that has been a big
thing for our program, our
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Frodayis scores
By The Associated Press
PREP FOOTBALL
Class A
Quarterfinals
Bardstown 21. Darwiiie LI
Mayfield 34, Metcalfe Co. 0
Newport Central Catholic 40, Lea.
Chnsban 14
Somerset 26, Paintsvtbe 12
Class AA
Otamterftnals
Clark 7
47.
Sheldon
Belfry
Lou DeSales 55, Lou Western 8

Four Wildcats scored in double figures,led
by freshman Carly Ormerod's 11 points
AP Photo

Special To The Ledger
LEXINGTON,
Ky.
Freshman point guard Carly
Ormerod (Louisville, Ky.)
scored a game-high 17 points to
lead Kentucky to its eighth consecutive season-opening win
with an 81-52 victory over
Dockery attends as many :UPC! in Memorial .Coliseum.
women's games as he can and Sophomore forward/center Eleia
roots for what he calls "our sis- Roddy (Columbus, Ohio) chartters- down the hall.
ed her first career double-double
"We all follow their team, with a career-high II points and
and we all know they're really a personal-best 12 rebounds as
good." he said. "We're all fami- one of four UK players to reach
ly. Us being No. 1 together is double-figure point totals.
pretty big for both programs."
"It was a good opener for us,"
UK Coach Mickie DeMoss said.
"I thought we got to play a lot of
people. As you can see from our
youth, we need to get (the players) some minutes in. We were
able to do that tonight.. play a
lot of different combinations. I
didn't play (Sarah) Elliott much
- she tweaked her knee in the
shoot-around - after we got a
lead. I didn't want to chance
while David Craig rounded out anything. .1 thought Sam
the scoring with seven points.
Mahoney was a little tentative at
After finishing the first quar- times, but other than that. 1 felt
ter in an 11-all tie, Eastwood some other people really
took a two point, 21-19 lead into stepped up and played well the lockeroom. To close out the especiall)' Eleia Roddy first half.
third quarter. the Warriors had Carly Ormerod had an outstandoutscored Nashville Central by ing game."
10 to lead 39-29_
_
Ormerod connected on 5-of-7
From the field Eastwood was shots from the field, including 514-of-29 and 5-of-16 from of-6 three-pointers, turning in
beyond the are. The Warriors one of the top performances in a
finished 7-of-9 from the free varsity debut in school history.
throw line.
The first-year floor leader•also
The Warriors were scheduled added five rebounds,four assists
to play Hendersonville Christian and no turnovers for the
Academy. the host team, today Wildcats, who impros'e to 25-7
at 3:30 p.m. CST.
all-time in season openers and
29-3 in home openers. Senior
forward Jennifer Humphrey
(Memphis, Tenn.) and junior
guard Jenny Pfeiffer (North
Vernon, Ind.) chipped in 11
$3.5(X). The gross was the third- points each.
"I thought Carly stepped up
highest in the sale's 62-year hisand played really well," DeMoss
tory and was up 3.5 percent said. "She let the game come to
from 2004. despite 2 percent her tonight. In a couple of the
exhibition games. she tried to
fewer horses being sold.
force some threes, hut she
learned from that. She is a speThe sale's record gross of
cial player wit()
* learns quickly
S317.666.000 came in 1999.
and applies it. She took some

From left, Duke's Eric Boateng and Josh McRoberts hug
as J.J. Redick (4) and DeMarcus Nelson (21) celebrate
during their game against Seton Hall at Cameron Indoor
Stadium in Durham, N.C., Wednesday, Nov.16, 2005.
Duke men's and women's basketball teams enter the
season ranked number one.
upperclassmen teaching the
younger guys."
They also can look at the
women's team and its undisputed leader, All-American guard
Monique Currie. She never
missed a game last season
despite being hobbled by stress
fractures to two bones in her left
foot.

Eastwood trio leads
Warriors to win at
Chick-Fil-A Classic

Keeneland November sale
ends with several records set

He

Fussed sa Newport 33
Class AAA
Quarterfinals
Bowling Green 3, Nopldneville 0
&Ant East 35. Boyle Co. 33
Lexington catholic 17, Highlands 0
Rockcastle Co. 21, Bell Co 0
Class AAAA
Quarterfinals
Lea Henry Clay 55. Lex. Paul Dunbar
20
Lou. St Xavier 21, John Hardin 20
Lou. Trinity 45. Boone Co 0
Warren Central 36, Chnshan Co. 35

Ormerod leads Cats past
IUPUI in season opener

waiting so long for that first
it's
ond-leading rusher with an pine to come. Nov..
the
10th
game.
It
flew
t)
average of 108 yards per game
and closing in on a I,000-yard fast."
Seseral other seniors endured
season. The sophomore tailback
will face a Georgia defense that a humps road marred by- arrests,
has struggled against the run in suspensions and embarrassing Staff Report
its last three games. giving up an incidents such as "Ringgate.- Murray Ledger & Times
w hen they auctioned off the
a% erage of almost 199 yards.
HENDERSON V I LLE. Tenn
rings
from Georgia's first SE('
"He's probably the hest leastEastwood
Christian
years.
20
title
in
known player in the nation.put
three
players
in
Academy
But they made it through the
Kentucky coach Rich Brook.
double figures as they eased past
tough
times
to
go
down
as
one
vaid. "I hope that's going to start
of the winningest classes in Nashville Central 50-39 Friday
changing pretty quick.night in the Chick-Eli-A
schixil
history.
ltettaing eke has to change
Crusader -Classie-.
come
a
I've
"Let's
just
say
hase any
for the Wildeats
Erik
Burgle,
Blandon
chance against a leant ot long way." said receiver Bryan Ramsey and Jordan Hiuyell each
McClendon:
Who
was
suspendGeorgia's caliber.
posted double digits with BUFgif
Kentuvky has one of t he ed from the first two games of leading the way with 14 points.
his
sophomore
•
season
alter
ivation's worst defenses, ranking
Ramsey added II and Harrell
--lastan the--S-EC---nt-a14 lour fliator being charged with marijuana finished -with 10 - points and 15
ixissession..
"My
mom
and
dad
defensive categories and no
of rebounds.
higher ttum 87th nationally in ala ;t say the prisons are full
Marcus Harrell added eight
who
people
thought
the
could
any 01 them. Shocklev is the
points for the 3-1 Warriors.
get auwith stuff, So don't
league's top-rated passer and
coming off one 01 his hest think you're pang to get ask a
games of the season. a 3(14-y.ard. with anything."
Georgia must get over the
two-touchdown pertormance
disappointment of its crushing
against Auburn.
loss to Auburn. Another chance
Shockley and the other memLEXINGTON. Ky. (APt
to
win the East cenainls helps
bers ot a large semor class v.ill
Nov ember
be honored before the final ease the pain.
Breeding Stock Sale ended
were out 01 the SEC, it
"It
we
home game of their ,.ollege
Enda) haying set sales records
career.. lair the quanerhack. it would hurt more.- Richt said. for average•and median price.
still
'Knowing
we
ha‘e
will he a hittersw eel moment
Keeneland sold 2.816 horses
after he waited tour .x ear. 'tor diance to win the Eastern
ision
and
compete
for
the
during
the 12-day auction for a
this one season as the starter
championship makes cumulative
of
price
"Ifs
a
tunny teeling.- S1'(
thine
,
.
a
whole
better.
We
still
lot
5289.602.9(R).'
and
three
stallion
Shock ley said "I elm:tither
has e miething to tight tor
shares netted an additional
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buckles his seatbelt, uses his blinker
and slows at caution lights. YOU Still worry.
• GO TO A

UNIVERSITY

Austin Peay State University is one of the safest
campuses in Tennessee. And since residents of Allen,
Calloway, Christian, Logan,Simpson,Todd and Trigg
counties receive in-state tuition, it's also affordable.
He gets a great education. You get to sleep better
knowing he's safe.
For more information, call APS U admissions at
(800) 844-2778, or check out the campus, student life
and 50 academic majors at http://go.apsu.edu.

t,
Find Your Awe rn the World

wide open threes and handled
the ball extremely well.. she
played an all-around solid
game."
Roddy, who sat out most of
last season with a knee injury,
came off the bench for her first
career double-double.
"I think sitting out last season
really inspired her," DeMoss
said. "Some people can use th,year to sit around and feel sorti
for themselves and some people
can use it as a motivational tool.
which I third( she (Roddy) did.
She worked so hard over the
summer and every day in practice I see her getting better and
better. So much of it as her attitude. You can see it when she is
out there. She goes after the ball
and doesn't wait for it to come
to her. I am really pleased with
Eleia's progress."
The Cats were tenacious on
the boards out-rebounding the
Jaguars 42-27 and out-scoring
IUPUI 19-3 in second-chance
points. Each of UK's 13 players
saw action in the game with ii
of those players scoring at least
two points. Kentucky's depth
was apparent as the UK bench
out-scored the Jaguars' bench
40-9 in the game.
Both teams started slow to
begin the game, but Kentucky
(1-01 was able to break to- -an
impressive 24-4 advantage as a
basket by junior Nastassia
Alcius (Lexington, Ky.) capped
off the run at the 9:07 mark. The
Wildcats went on to take a commanding 421.-19 advantage into
the locker room at halftime after
shooting 53.1 percent(17-of-32)
from the field and 72.7 percent
(8-of-II) from the free-throw
line.

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY:

Lindy Suitor
Weger learn Itainice Apricy
To soy* or yes Saw risuroxic.
contact us today,
11011 Mate St.• 753-5541

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO
I0a
RACING
m
SPEED — NASCAR Busch Series
pole qualifying for Ford 300, at
Homestead. Fla.
12 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Nextet Cup. pole
qualifying for Ford 400. at Homestead
Fla
3 p.m.
TNT — NASCAR. Busch Senes, Ford
300. at Homestead. Fla
BOXING
8 p.m.
I-4130 — Wetterweights. Floyd
Mayweather (34-0-01 vs Sharmba
Mttchell (56-4-0Ii.im
ata..
Portland. Ore
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ESPN — Regional coverage, Virginia
Tech at Virginia or at 1 p.m. Ohio State
at Michigan
ESPN2
Minnesota at Iowa
FSN — Oklahoma at Texas Tech
11:30 p.m.
WGN — Harvard at Yale
12 p.m.
ABC — Regional coverage, Ohio St at
Michigan or at 4 p m Pacific
California at Stanford
1:30 p.m.
NBC — Syracuse at Notre Dame
2:15 p.m.
FSN — Wasntngton St at Washington
2:30 p.m.
CBS
Aubom
— National coverage. Alabama at
3 p.m.
ESPN — Penn St at Michigan St
FSN — Oregon54S
St atregO
p". on
8:45 p.m.
ESPN — Georgia Tech at Miami
ESPN2 — LSU at Mississippi

cis pan.
Fssi - Fresno St at Southern Cal
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC — LPGA. ADT championship,
third round. at West Pahr Beach. Fla
3:30 p.m.
ABC — PGA TouriWGC Algarve World
Cup. third round, at Algarve Portugal
(seine-day Wel
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4 p.m.
Tordes
--ESP1'42-Otwidsor at Duke
930 p.m.
ESPN2 — ATP, Tennis Moslem Cup
Shangrer sentifinele, at shanghai

china taarne-caly two
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Anglers weather cold to enjoy fishing
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Last Friday was a perfect
day to be out on the lake with
some great friends — even if
it was cold!
I had some great friends
with me who wanted to catch
fish, period! It didn't matter
what species, so we tried the
bass and stripers first.
Ev Craig, his son, Jim, and
Jim's wonderful 8-year-old
daughter,
Dianna,
were
just
looking to
have
fun
fishing. It
was the first
really cold
morning that
we
have
Fishing experienced
this fall, so
we
didn't
Line
run too hard
By Jerry
at first.
Maupin
We tried
Outdoors
several areas
Columnist
in the shallow waters.
where some mass and algae
had dropped about five degrees.
The usual presence of the shad
haitfish was noticeably absent.
Baldish tend to feed on insects
and worms, which are found
around these pods of moss.
Today, we had to improvise
and keep on casting the little
crankbaits„ small tubes and
worms. There were several other
anglers in the area. Many had
staked a claim on a few that
had previously been productive for us.
We could have kept a tub
full of good-sized yellow
stripers if we had been keeping any. We found several concentrations of crappie, but
couldn't get anything more than
a light touch out to them.
The yellow's were scrappy

Matt, Mark and Harry Sauter show off part of the 41 stripers they caught while
on a recent outing with Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
fighters. Dianna caught the most
of them. She also caught some
decent largemouth bass on a
crankbait called a "Bandit."
The funny thing about the
bass was the fact that there
wasn't any of them schooling
where we were at. I know it
had been hit pretty hard for
two weeks, but we traveled to
several others. It was the same
thing there, as well.
Maybe it was between the
major feeding times, even
though we did catch just about
each place we tried. Everyone
caught fish. but not like we
have in the past. It was disturbing.
Dianna would fish an hour
or so, and then take a break
so she could sit down and
write her stories about what
had been accomplished. You
will read some of her works
some day. I promise!
She became accustomed to
catching more fish than the three
of us • did, but she was very
kind about it. That made us

the summertime. Of course, they
raise their young ones here
now. It's such a pleasure to
slip into an area where they
nest and allow the visitors to
see their very first wild eagles
and osprey.
The osprey are present each
day. They can be found on top
of the navigation channel markers. They are the poles that
contain the lights for night navigators and for the mental con—
tainers that the osprey build
their nests on.
We are still very shy of
some much-needed rainfall. It
would help the land as much
as the rivers. If it comes soon.
we .should have some great
sauger fishing again. The big
rockfish—stripers are still hammering those rattle-twitch baits
that are being used in the currents:
Below Barkley Dam would
probably be the best place to
fish because of the construction going on below Kentucky
Dam. You know that the cur-

As far as I'm concerned, 60 total duck-hunting days that
the
whole
"Thanksgiving must be used by the last SunTurkey" thing is overrated. day in January. Due to the nature
Turkey hunting is a spring of waterfowl migration, it is
sport, anyway. The Thanksgiv- imperative that the season
ing bird I'm remain open as far into Janulooking for ary as regulations will allow.
is a duck.
To complicate matters, the
K e n - Commonwealth's duck hunters
tucky's big expect the season to open on
duck season Thanksgiving day — a duckmigrates hunting tradition. But then here
into reality comes the ubiquitous "calenat 30 min- der shift" again to throw a
utes before wrench into the cogs.
sunrise on
When the last Sunday in
In The Than
January migrates toward the
Day. The beginning of the last week of
Field
season will the month, fitting in the 60
By Kenny
close at offi- days is no problem. But when
Darnell
cial
sun- the final day comes at or near
Outdoors
down a scant the end of the month, the span
three days from Thanksgiving Day to the
Columnist
later on Nov. last Sunday adds up to more
27. then will re-open in earnest than 60 days — a phenomenon that requires a five-dayon Dec. 5.
The reason for the stutter- ectomy timed for the usually
step season is the USFWS reg- slow days at the beginning of
ulations for our particular fly- the season.
Of course, they could just
way. We are graciously allowed

Nicole Norsworthy of
Murray recently harvested this 8-point. 160pound buck while hunting with her husband.
Chis, during muzzleloading season.

or
a at

_thece.aua from Thanks- 06. Waterfowl Hunting Guide
giving Day to the first Sun- available at finer sporting goods .•
or
online
at
day in January, regardless of stores
the nuniber of-days-. Ifs doubt— - -ww w.tw.ky.gov.
Canvasback ducks cannot be
ful that five extra days in late
November/early
December hunted until Dec. 31. All other
would upset the less than del- _ducks. including pentails may
icate balance of duck hunting. be hunted from the November
hut proponents get all giddy opener. The limit is six ducks
over the idea of having two per day per hunter. Of the six
opening days.
ducks, no more than four can
There is one major advan- be mallards, and then no more
tage for local hunters: Thanks than one of the mallards can
to Tennessee's shifting of their be a hen.
A hunter may take no more
opener to the weekend after
Kentucky than 2 scaup tbluebills). two
Thanksgiving,
hunters no longer have to wood ducks, two redheads. one
choose between their home pentad. one canvasback (in seaopener and the Tennessee open- son), or one black duck per
day to round out the six-duck'
er.
A person planning to hunt limit.
Rather have a Thanksgiving
waterfowl in Kentucky needs
a Kentucky Hunting License. 'goose? Forget the Canadas,
a Kentucky Waterfowl Permit unless you have a leftover from
and an USFWS Duck Stamp. the last season. Canada goose
Sign the duck stamp and stick season does not begin until
it on the back of your hunt- Dec. 5 in the Western Goose
ing license to be legal. Beyond Zone (area west of the Purthat, the Kentucky duck hunter chase Parkway), or until Dec.
would do well to study the 2005- 13 in the Pennyroyal/Coalfield
Goose Zone which includes Calloway County and Kentucky
Lake.
White-fronted geese including snow geese, and brant may
be taken from Nov. 24 until
Jan. 31 in all zones. however
— even during the closed days
between the first and second
duck openers. '
Waterfowl hunters in Tennessee get their first crack at
the birds Nov. 26-27, then again
from Dec. 3 until Jan. 29,
2006. Hunters in the Reelfoot
Zone got Nov. 12-13 for an
opener which was, of course.
last weekend. The duck harvest limits for Tennessee are
the same as for Kentucky. Canada goose hunters on the Tennessee portion of Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes have to wait
until Dec. 11 for a shot at the
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Matt Dougherty of Hawaii took this largemouth bass
while fishing with his stepfather, John Medlock. and
Jerry Maupin during his recent visit to the area.
rent makes the difference, so
look for it!
We have located some areas
on Kentucky Lake where large
stripers school and look for
the larger adult threadfin shad

and skipjack shad. They ,.are •
tough to get Started at times..
But when you succeed. stay with
them. Be sure to use at least
20-pound test line.
Happy Fishing!

Writer wishful for Thanksgiving duck (or two)

•ate

t at

laugh even more.
One positive thing, other than
the fishing. did come out of
our trip. We saw several flocks
of black-winged pelicans that
were migrating from the northern great lakes to this lake for
the winter.
Many thousands will go on
to the gulf, but they don't seem
to enjoy the salty water that
much. They will sail over us
at about 400 yards and glide
for five minutes before ever
flapping a wing.
Geese were also high. They
kept going south. We saw some
new eagles come in. They
seemed to know where they
were. We guessed that they
were former residents who were
coming back for the winter!
I think the eagle restoration
program at Land Between the
Lakes has been a huge success. We seem them daily, and
it's always a treat!
So many of our tourist
anglers are amazed at seeing
the eagles here. even during

Brandon Boone and Scott Edwards, members of the
new Murray State Bass Club, pose with two 3 'In-.
pound bass they caught while on a recent outing
with guide Jerry Maupin.

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO'HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE

Before year's end, use it for:
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
• Sunglasses

Eyecare Specialties
icevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.• 759-2500

Hunter Henson took this 8-point, 134-pound buck while
hunting with his stepfather, Mike Sheppard, during the
recent LBL Youth Hunt.
big birds.
To tell the truth, I'm not
really picky about my Thanksgiving duck. Last year, after
weeks of work on the mother
of all duck ponds. we came
away with a single gadwall on
opening day (for which we
remain dutifully thankful). I
am hopeful that the cold weather and snow to our north will
equate to more waterfowl on
opening day this year.
There have been a lot of
ducks of various types on the
big lakes for some time now
thanks to the resurgence of
aquatic grasses in the shallow

areas. Flocks of snow geese
have been spotted headed south
of late as have scattered flocks
of mallards. Could this he the
makings of a good season (good
season equals more than one
gadwall)?
At any rate. Thursday will
be both Thanksgiving Day and
opening day for the Kentucky. :
waterfowl season. Perhaps we:
will be blessed with a limit:
of fat green-head mallards. It •
not, ol' Don Cherry has a free,- .
er full of big or butterball
turkeys down at the Kroger
store.

BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
Will pick up cars
Roll•off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562
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ection note cards available
Coll
ray
Mur
Year-end tax
Did you knoW... The Murray

planning tips
credit quality and maturities.
Dividends. You may have
no control over whether dividends which you receive from
equity funds or stocks are
classified as "ordinary" or as
"qualified," which are taxed
at a lower rate. If you get the
latter. be sure to confirm that
you are differentiating these
amounts on your return.
Locate the amount in your
payers' Forms. 1099-DIV the
amount to use in Line 9b of
your Form 1040. Whichever
class of dividends you get.
avoid "buying dividends" bs
not buying stocks or funds
just before their year-end dis
trihutions.
Income from a Business.
If you operate a business from
your home and report your
receipts and expenses on
Schedule C, you may also be
able to deduct a portion of
your home's insurance,
repairs and maintenance and
utilities costs. You can report
them on its Form 8829 attachment.
Capital Gains and
Losses. If you want to sell
individual securities or fund
shares on which you have
gains and which you have
owned for less than a year.
you have a choice: hold them
until you have owned them
for more than a year and pay
taxes at the king-term capital
gains rate or swallow the
higher short-term rate. If you
own securities which are
worth less than they cost or
their adjusted basis. you may
want.to sell them in order to
take a loss to offset the gain.
Capital losses are netted
against capital gains. If you
have more realized losses
than gains, you'eSin take an
additional $3.(XX) of loss to
offset your ordinary inCOdie. More than that and you will
need to rollover that loss to he
used in future years. If you do
sell a security to realize a loss
to offset a.gain, note that you
must not buy back that securi•Raise the portion of
for 30 days to avoid disalty
may
you
compensation that
lowing the loss. Note also that
defer and have invested in a
you are allowed to use losses
401410, if you have not
.to offset the capital gains on
already authorized your
the sale of your home as well
employer to withhold the
as the sale of securities.
maximum for this purpose
Deductions. If you itemize
$15,000
iS14.000 this year,
deductions and you expect
next year).
income to be higher next year.
•Invest additional money
in an IRA, if you meet the ' you may have sonic opportunities to defer or accelerate
income requirements, so that
expenses before year end or
you can deduct it on Line 25.
The contribution for tradition- defer outlays to 2006. Among
them: costly medical and denal IRA's will be fully
tal procedures. real estate tax
is
income
deductible if your
payments due early next year
$70,000 or less if you are
charitable contributions.
and
or
jointly.
filing
married
Or vice versa if you are look$50,000 or less, if filing indiing to accelerate expenses
vidually. The contribution
into the current year. Paying
sunount for a traditional IRA
January.'s mortgage payment
are
if
you
or
$4500
$4.000
is
in December will add mort50 or older.
. your deducgage interest ti)
Taxable and tat-exempt
tions. If an individual is sub
interest. It you are now or
ject to AMT the early pay
plan to he invested in taxable
ment of property taxes is not
bond funds or indiv idual
in reducing taxable
effective
d
tax-deferre
a
outside
bonds
income.
retirement plan. determine
whether you would be better
This column is produi.ed
)41 in tax-exempt bonds or
FinanClal Planning
the
by
Calculate
funds.
bond
AS80Ciation, the mendwrship
whether your income from
organkiithon for the financial
tax-exempt securities would
planning cionununity. and o
he more, or lesS, than your
provided by Mar/- C'. Vinson
income
on
return
tax
after
Vice President, Heritage
from taxable issues. To make
Money Concepts_
Solutions/
ion
meaningdeterminat
your
local member of the FPA.
ful, he sure to compare funds
and bonds of comparable

Although it's too early to
know what your taxable
income will be in 2005, it's
not too late to plan strategies
to lower
it by
means
of legitimate
tactics
that can
impact
your
total
income,
the
Financial expenses
you may
Times
By Mari( Vinson deduct ._
Vice President of against
Heritage
it, or
both.
Solutions
You
might want to hold down your
taxable income for 2005 by
deferring income to 2006 and
accelerating expenses when
you have the opportunitiesespecially if•you expect to be
in a lower tax bracket next
year. But you would want to
do the opposite-accelerate
income and defer expensesto lift your 2005 taxable
income if you expect to be in
a higher bracket next year.
Even if you expect your
tax bracket to be the same, it
would be smart to consider
other moves to hold down
your tax hills. To determine
which strategies are suitable
for you, consider them in the
sequence in which topics
appear in IRS Form 1040,
starting with Line 7. "Wages.
salaries, tips. etc."
Salary reduction. There is
usually little that you can do
about the compensation portion of your taxable income
with one very important
exception: putting. more
money into a tax-deferred
retirement plan: •
*Sign up to participate in
your employer's 401 ki plan.
if you have not already done

Collection note cards
are now available
exclusively at the
Chamber featuring
landmark scenes of
Murray? These are
packaged in a box of
12 and are perfect
gifts or stocking
stuffers for anyone on
your holiday shopping
list that loves Murray
Chamber and Calloway County.
Included in the series
Chat
are photos of historic •
By Lisa
MSU buildings.
Satterwhite
churches, downtown
Assistant
Murray, schools and
Director
Playhouse in the Park.
Murray/Calloway They are available for
County Chamber $10 a box.
of Commerce
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behind Randy Thornton

•Intercollegiate Rodeo, West KY Expo,
through Nov. 19,7 p.m.
•South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Holiday Bazaar, MCC
Library, Today,9 a.m. - noon
•Jars of Clay Concert, Lovett
.‘uditorium, MSU,Today, 7:30 p.m.
•Christmas in the Park 7 A Festival of
Lights. Nov. 20 - Dec. Z8.6 - 9 p.m.
•Thanksgiving Holiday, Nov. 24 - 25,
Commerce Center closed.
•Weave a Scarf in a Day Workshop,
Murray Art Guild, Today or Dec. 3,9 a.m
p.m.. $20 members/$25 non-members.
•Kirk Tally in concert. West side
Baptist Church, 207 Robertson Road South.
Nov. 20,6 p.m.
III Health Express, George Weaks
Community Center - Murray. KY, Nov. 21.
8- 11:30 a.m.
•Health Express, Hamlin One-Stop Hamlin, KY, Nov. 22.9 - 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 - 2`p.m.
LISA SATTERWHiTE Chamber Photo
•Company for the Holidays. WKMS
new location at the for7
their
announce
to
happy
are
songs
Lockhart
Beth
and
seasonal
of
Gary
festival
91.3 FM annual
addition to their mobile
In
Tenn.
,
25.
and special programs, begins Nov.
mer Cherokee Hills Steakhouse in Buchanan
parties. teas, recepcocktail
•Hanging of the Green. First Christian
options
lunch
box
meals,
catering of corporate
Church. III North 5th St., Nov. 27.6 p.m.
more. BGL's now offers upscale dining Friday and
and
weddings
tions,
•Murray Trade Day. MCC Park. Nov.
6006.
Saturday nights at their new location. For reservations call (731)23228. 7 a.m. - noon.•MCCH Health Express, First United
10:30 a.m., register at 762-1348.
groups to benefit MUCH Hospice, Dec. 2. 5
Methodist Church. Nov. 28, 8 - 11:30 a.m
It's A Wonderful Life, Playhouse in
•
- 8. p.m.
kik 12:30 - 3 p.m,
Dec. 8 - 18. 759-2199 for tickets.
Park,
the
.
Auditorium
III1The Nutcracker. Lovett
•MCCH Health Express, Orscheln.
•Breakfast with Santa. Murray
p.m.
7:30
2.
Dec.
MSU,
Farm and Home. Nov. 30, 8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Woman's Club. Dec. 10.9:30 - 11:30 a.m.
IN Rotary Ham Breakfast, Pagliai's,
&12:30 - 3 p.m.
•AQHA Horse Show, MSU Expo. Dec.
6
3,
a.m.
9:30
•Levi Bolton by Robert Allen, Actor's
I I.
10•Rotary Old Fashioned Murray
Studio Theatre, Wilson Hall. Dec. 1..2, 8, 9,
•Kappa Tour of-Homes, four local
Parade,- Main St:, Dec. 3, 10 a.m.
Christmas
10. 7 p.m.
homes featured, Dec. 11.1 - 4 p.m., 75.3
IN Motocross, MSU Expo, Dec. 4.
•A Story ofChristmas Golden Pond
_ _
sir
-Dealer's Open House,
Antique
Planetarium, LBL, Dec. I - 18.
Hazel Merchants. Dec. 4.
•Dickens Alley hosted by Murray Main
For more information on becoming a
•Murray Art Guild Open House &
Street. court square and alley behind Maple
member of the Murray-Calloway County
103 North 6th St.. Dec. 4, 2 - 4
Reception.
Si.. Dec. 2. 5 p.m.
Chamber of Commerce or hosting.°
p.m.. exhibit open through Dec. 16.
II Downtown Churches Fundraiser. Old
Chamber event contact Tab Brockman or
Pharmacy Seminar,
D
Part
Medicare
MI
Post Office. join First Baptist. First
Lisa Sattersvhite at 753-517/.
6, 9:30
Dec.
Wellness.
&
forllealth
Center
Christian and First Methodist Women's -

InBusiness

Hines, Tate join Campbell Realty group
Campbell Realty has is'.
Barbara Hines
new , agents
and Jim Tate.
limes is a Kentucky native
who has lived in !Murray for
more than IS.. years. She has
been active in the local community as well as regionally
through her involvement with
youth soccer, where is a hoard
member and public relations
director for the Jackson
Purchase Futhol Club. a regional select soccer club with members from 12 western Kentucky
counties. She also serves as promotions director for Mayfield's
Expolndoor.
Hines is a member of the
board of directors of Playhouse
in the Park. where she has been
on stage in community theater
productions, served as musical
director and worked behind the
scenes in costuming and set decoration.
She is married to Dr. Casey

diagnostk. iadiologist
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. The Hines have four
children: Lauren. a Murray
State senior: Sarah. a Murray
High junior: and Jacob and
Matthew, who are. Murray
Middle eight graders.
While she is not a native of
Murray, both her parents.
Elwood and Norma Treon, and
her grandparents. W.D. and
Elizabeth Thomas. followed the
Hines to Murray and are active
members of the community.
Hines is a . graduate of
Eastern Kentucky University
and is eager to re-enter the work
force after spending the last several years staying home with her
children. She is excited about
being a member of the
Campbell Realty team and is
eager to combine her past work
experience in business with her
skills and interests in decorating
and home improvement to proHines. a

Kopperud Realty's
NOMR

knowledgeable and prolessional service in real estate.
Tate was originally licensed
in Tennessee. After receiving a
bachelor's degree in real estate
and urban development from the
University of Tennessee. his
interest turned to helping his
father in the 'auto and auction
industry.., where he has remained
for the last 28 years.
Tate will head up Campbell
Auction and Real Estate as well
•..• a new sale, -.ociate.
side

lie has tsso children. Maggie
and Keaton. and is a member of
First Baptist Church in Murray.
He's also past president of
Murray Rotary Club and has .
served on various community
hoards.
Tate brings experience, confidence and a wealth of sales
knowledge to Campbell Reality.
To contact Hines or Tate with
any real estate or auction needs.
call 759-8780.

Does Your Computer Need A Check Up?
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A New Home...
needs your best insurance.
For homes ten years old or less, State
Auto can help you save up to 15% on

311E teach

stir homeowners insurance. State Auto
!,,counts your basic policy premium
based on the age of your home. Call ow
agency to see how much you can save.
biiist inturancli
is a good agent

Your

atf

998 Applewood Road
Wonderfully spacious rooms, large fireplace. Pella

windows with dust-free blinds, lovely oak cabinets, 4
Beautiful country setting,
_becitoQms and 35 baths.
_
- -•-04
39
located 5minutes from Murray. $237,100 nik :

270-753-8355

753,1222
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McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square
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